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ABSTRACT 

This study documents the history and lyrics of a counter culture of South African 

punk rock, new wave and alternative music from the late nineteen-seventies and 

nineteen-eighties. While attempting to recover a lost history of this oppositional 

culture, this thesis also locates the lyrics of specific songs within the broader socio

historical conditions of an apartheid South Africa, thus confirming their validity as 

forms of resistance to state hege o 

alternative music as politically s1gni 1 

with musicians, producers and jou 

theoretical framework fi r this study 

context. The British and 

investigated in Chapter Two. 

a ter oflocal punk, new wave and 

ral writing on pop , lar music as a 

music contexts and discusses the character 0£the-p0pu1ar music charts, the radio 

stations, the record companies and censorship. An account of the histories of 

significant punk, new wave and alternative bands is provided in Chapter Four and 

Chapter Five assesses the political significance of these lyrics. 

TITLE: South African Punk Rock, New Wave and Alternative Music. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Defining the Scope of the Study 

This study marks an attempt to construct a history of a counter culture of punk rock, 

new wave and alternative music from the late nineteen-seventies and nineteen

eighties. It also seeks to provide a reading of the lyrics of these songs that locates 

them within their broader socio-historical context, and assesses their validity as a form 

of resistance to the hegemony of the apartheid state. Since much has been written 

about the political significance o sic, this study proposes that South 

was inherited with its 

associations of so -al 

inheritance of punk philosophy, m , · c 

seventies, and traces its ev luti0 , 

well as its 

he nature of the South African 

years. In this study the meaning of outh African punk, ew wave and alternative 

music is explained through the content and development of lyrics rather than the 

formal musicological aspects of these genres. While meaning can be located and 

explained through punk fashion, punk philosophy, punk record covers and punk 

musical style this study confines itself to an examination of meanings resident in song 

lyrics. 
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In spite of the fact that punk survived in South Africa as an angry form of music with 

associations of insubordination, little attention has been given to a consideration of the 

nature of this phenomenon. In Britain music journalists and academics have produced 

numerous pieces in which punk has been represented as the voice of an oppositional 

working class youth culture resistant to the parent culture, the political order and the 

institution of monarchy. In South Africa, however, punk music was a middle-class 

phenomenon practiced by white youth who belonged to the ruling minority. 

o its European 

similar associations a 

the punk rock a 

This study seeks not to assess the transference of an aut enfic British musical style 

and political attitude to South Africa, nor does it question, criticise or applaud the 

probability of the transfer of a 'genuine' working-class punk attitude to local middle 

class youth. Instead it investigates the manner in which the punk musical style and 

attitude, and punk lyrics have manifested themselves in South Africa as a counter 

cultural form in opposition to the dominant culture. The study is premised on the 

assumption that apartheid represented the dominant ideology at the time of punk's 
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arrival in South Africa in 1977, and as a political form of music punk could be 

expected to be anti-apartheid. 

<•i;\.,Vµ_.__ t-'\ ~--·,..C""'
Whereas there has been no academic study that considers punk music and culture 

.A 

since its inception in 1977 and assays its development through the punk derived 

genres 'new wave' and 'alternative' in the nineteen-eighties, the historical record 

itself is scant. As this is an area of South African cultural history that has not been 

thoroughly researched and documented and is only familiar to a small number of 

individuals, it is possible that th 

definitive study of a histo 

produced, and most punk recorcls ave been 'deleted'.1 

wave and alternative albums from the nineteen-seventies and nineteen-eighties are not 

in demand and are hence not marketable items, many of these albums are not re

issued on compact disc. Although the music of the Asylum Kids, James Phillips, 

Kalahari Surfers, The Aeroplanes and The Radio Rats has been re-issued on 

compilation compact discs, they are still not readily available at retail outlets. The 

albums of Peach, The Gents, National Wake, Flash Harry, Lancaster Band, Dog 
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Detachment, The Genuines, The Kerels and Corporal Punishment have not been re

issued in the nineteen-nineties. 

Similarly a comprehensive history of the music has also not been produced. Muff 

Anderson's book, Music in the Mix: The Story of South African Popular Music (1981) 

does include a small section on new wave music titled "At least they've got short 

hair" the book, which attempts to include an account of all genres of South African 

music, only documents new wave as a burgeoning style as it was produced within two 

-Six of The Best (1979). 

Contemporary Music 

ookshops. 

y due to a lack of 

interest in local music, as it is often s en as derivative and--ififerior to the work of 

international artists. Furthermore, because of various forms of censorship, the refusal 

of the radio stations to play much local music, and because independent music 

companies were unable to distribute their stock to retail outlets effectively, a large 

body of South African music is unknown to local music audiences. It is also widely 

agreed upon that there is a lack oflocal interest in alternative local music culture, 

which includes punk and punk derived styles. Warrick Sony, a partner in a local 

independent company called Shifty Records articulates his perception of the extent of 
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this lack of interest in an article titled "Strange Business: "The Independent Music 

Culture in South Africa" in Staffrider Vol.9 No.4 (1991). Sony writes: 

A concise history of independent record making in South Africa probably 

amounts to a few typed A4 pages. Interest is such that these would be 

privately photocopied, and be given away free to people who never read it. 

For a country that prides itself in a love of music we are sadly lacking in 

interest and imagination for anything that breaks new ground. 

Lloyd Ross recently commented 

produced and rele 

music. Ross said: 

(Sony 1991: 114) 

has definitely 

nobody seems to know abo - ·1. It would be nice-to have some kind of format 

where we got across the creative energy and other energy that went into that 

kind of music, and try to get across the feel that was there. That would be a 

challenge. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

Despite this widespread lack of local interest in South African music and despite the 

difficulty encountered with any endeavour to procure the original vinyl recordings of 
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the punk, new wave and alternative acts of the nineteen-seventies and nineteen

eighties, two studies have been produced that are of relevance to this genre of music, 

and hence to this study. Lindy ~an der Meulen' s dissertation From Rock 'n Roll to 

Hard Core Punk: An Introduction to Rock Music in Durban. 1963-1985 (1995) 

documents the Durban punk bands from the end of the nineteen-seventies and 

Brendan Smit's thesis Afrikaans Alternative Popular Mus;c. 1986 - 1990: An Analys;s 

of the Music of Bernoldus Niemand and Johannes Kerkorrel ( 1992) discusses the 

music of the most prominent figures of a counter cultural musical movement 

sometimes referred to as 'boere p 

conscious work produced b 

Brendan Smit' s interest in the Afrikaans bands produced by Shifty Records is 

understandable, as he has also recorded two albums with the company as Brendan 

Jury in the band Urban Creep. His study is musicological and explores 

correspondences between the content and formal aspects ofKerkorrel and Niemand' s 

work. While his study might be insightful from a technical and formal musical 

perspective, it confines itself to a consideration of the work of the Afrikaans 

performers recorded by Shifty. 
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The link between the bands of the late nineteen-seventies as documented by Van der 

Meulen and the Afrikaans alternative movement from the late nineteen-eighties 

remains undocumented and is an area that is investigated in this study. One important 

transmitter of early punk attitudes to the later alternative acts whose work features 

prominently in this study is James Phillips, a guitar player, singer and songwriter with 

the bands Corporal Punishment, Illegal Gathering and The Cherry Faced Lurchers. It 

was also Phillip's as his alter ego Bernoldus Niemand who gave life to the alternative 

Afrikaans movement. 

of the significant pu 

lyric writing of these 

records. The writer acknowledges t henomenon of v . ious punk bands from the 

period in question that composed and recorded music on cassettes at home and 

circulated them within their immediate social circles, but these ' garage ' recordings 

fall outside the scope of this study. As there is a substantial body of undocumented 

professional work that has been produced and a consideration of this in itself is a task 

worthy of an entire dissertation, perhaps the 'garage' recordings could form the focus 

of other research, once the recorded music currently faced with the threat of fading 

into obscurity is properly documented. 
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This thesis limits its scope to a period of thirteen years from the inception of punk in 

South Africa in 1977, to 1989. 1989 is a date of great significance to local politics as 

it was in October of this year that six high-profile ANC prisoners, Walter Sisulu, 

Govan Mbeki, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi, Andrew Mlangeni and Ahmed 

Kathrada were released from Robben Island. While the apartheid laws were only 

repealed early in 1990, for most South Africans it was October 1989 that marked a 

turning point in local history. For the first time since the banning of the ANC and 

PAC the colours and flags of thes ould be displayed in public and 

Cultural Studies. It i 

punk music and style 

l'S:.SJwq~ r-avi~an accoun of British 

dy of academic w iting on 

Chapter two considers British and American Punk music as a precedent for South 

African punk and explains the development of this style of music into the genres new 

wave and alternative. An application of these labels in a South African musical 

context is explained here. British punk philosophy and lyrics and their relevance to 

South African punk are also examined in this chapter. 
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Chapter three provides a summary of the historical and popular musical context of the 

relevant years. An account of political developments in these apartheid years, 

information on the mainstream music charts, and the conservative policies of the 

record companies and the radio stations are discussed here. The nature of the 

independent music companies and the various freedoms and restrictions that they 

offered punk and punk influenced bands are also investigated in this chapter. 

Chapter four offers a history of the important bands recorded by both the mainstream 

and the independent companies, 

lived. The histories of the bands 

significant bands, while 

members and record releases 

that faced these bands in their 

e rs that were fi the most part short-

·as, National W ke, Illegal 

->Band, The Kerels, The 

Chapter five examines punk rock, newrave and alternative music lyrics as a counter 

hegemonic articulation, and the meanings of significant songs are read in the context 

of the extreme socio-political circumstance of the last decades of an apartheid South 

Africa. While the lyrics of some of the songs considered in this chapter appear to be 

overtly political the artists Gary Herselman of the Kerels, Karl Raubenheimer of 

Corporal Punishment and their producer Lloyd Ross have been keen to draw a 

distinction between "political" music and music as "social commentary". In an 
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interview, Lloyd Ross had the following to say of James Phillips, a songwriter with 

Corporal Punishment and The Cherry Faced Lurchers whose songs contained harsh 

criticisms of South African society and the state: 

James was not really political you know. Even with Corporal Punishment 

their songs were not really political songs but more social comment songs -

sort of if you've got any intelligence at all you can see the injustice out there. 

He never really had a political agenda. 

(Interview wit ~ ary Herselman 2000) 

Perhaps by describing these lyrics as social commentary Herselman, Ross and 

Raubenheimer are expressing the opinion that the lyrics of James Phillips, Corporal 

Punishment and The Kerels are not examples of propagandist writing, as they do not 

advocate a party line. Perhaps they are uncomfortable with such writing being located 

within the frame of African nationalist or black consciousness ideology. However, 

while such writing might not appear to be 'partisan' in nature, objectivity is in itself 
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unattainable. · The idea that neutrality is a representation of the apolitical is generally 

subscribed to by liberals and can therefore be situated within a political ideology, 

namely Liberalism. As a result, even writing that claims impartiality is political and 

can be located within a specific strand of political thought. That these song lyrics are 

politically significant therefore, is unquestionable. 

Postcolonial theorist Edward Said (1995: 10) concurs that this general subscription to 

impartiality is one favoured by liberals. In the introduction to his seminal text 

academic circles at the time o 

knowledge' and 'political 

knowledge that is 

Nevertheless 

PL.!:!h'U.W-'-'-·· sconception in American 

theory, perhaps, but in practis the reality is muc ~more problematic. No one 

has devised a method for detaching the scholar from the circumstances of life, 

from the fact of involvement ( conscious or unconscious) with a class, a social 

position, or the mere activity of being a member of society. These continue to 

bear on what he does professionally, even though naturally enough his 

research and its fruits do attempt to reach a level of relative freedom from the 

inhibitions and restrictions of brute, everyday reality. 

(Said 1995: 10) 
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Said then goes on to explain that even these attempts at detachment do not lead to a 

production of knowledge that is 'nonpolitical', and proclaims the prescription of 'true 

knowledge' as a 'liberal consensus' (1995: 10). 

Although the songwriters in question are writers of popular work and not academic 

studies, the implication of Said' s ideas on the apolitical are of relevance in this 

instance, as he implies that there is no writing that can be labelled non-political. This 

very fact denies all writers, inclu ·n . 

- istinction is drawn 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Cultural Studies, Subcultures, Counter Cultures and Academic Writing on Popular 

Music 

While the evolving field that has come to be known as Cultural Studies has 

encouraged the application of critical theory to the study of 'sport, fashion, hairstyles, 

shopping, games and social rituals' (Connor 1995: 184), it has also denied the reader 

the opportunity to locate texts within the boundaries of singular disciplines. Instead it 

has encouraged a reading of such materials as cultural products located in specific 

socio-economic and political cont 5-: vii), and therefore draws upon 

consideration of cultural products a encouraged an int r 1sciplinary approach. The 

most popular art forms of the twentieth century in themselves, ' the cinema, rock 

concerts, stage musicals, and television have tended to be mixed-media', in that they 

combine 'images, words, music and dance' (Walker 1987: 9). In Cross-Overs: Art 

into Pop . Pop into Art (1987: 10) John Walker proposes that rock music is mixed

media in that it is ' not only about music, singing and records' , but also about ' stage 

acts, light effects, clothes, make-up, body language, graphic design, photography, film 

and video'. 
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With the application of an interdisciplinary approach to such mixed-media (the 

products of popular culture), researchers and scholars have come to view films, 

novels, comic books and popular music as signifiers of historical change and shifting 

cultural values, as it is from ' these networks of meaning and pleasure that culture is 

constructed' (Turner 1992: 2). In the nineteen-nineties journals of culture have 

included papers on theory, photography, film, television, advertising images and 

music videos. One such journal New Formations, 'a journal of culture, theory and 

politics', is a typical example oft s 

the boundaries betwee 

art' is now deeme..'f'!'.~~!+-i.."""l~ 

the practise of applyin 

an analysis of Classical 

er ~: viii). T s blurring of 

cultured has also ncouraged 

video can be analysed as text in much t- same way a -an atonal Schopenhauer 

composition, an Edvard Munch print, or the lyrics of a kwaito song. 1 

While the distinction between high and low culture has been blurred, in British 

cultural studies there has been much writing produced on working class street cultures 

and popular music. As these were areas that were traditionally excluded from 

academic examination, this interest in street culture and rock music is an attempt to 

recover a lost history of resistance and refusal. Because of an interest in the tradition 
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of critical European Marxism, British cultural studies has advocated for writing that 

explores the acquisition, regulation and distribution of power and the nature of power 

relations in a capitalist society (Turner 1992: 23). As a result, marginalized groups 

existing on the fringes of the dominant culture have become the focus of the 

enterprise of academic writing on culture. 

In subcultural studies working class youth cultures are studied in relation to both the 

dominant culture and its parent culture. The most significant contribution to this field 

of subcultural studies has come fr 

McRobbie, Dick Hebdige 

explaining the meaning o 

than punk music. 

In his book Hebdige explains the fashionable attire of various British working class 

youth cultures of the nineteen-fifties, nineteen-sixties and nineteen-seventies as 

symbolic manifestations of discontent and resistance. The main focus of the project is 

to explain the significance of punk style, the dress codes of the teddy boys, mods, 

rockers and skinheads. The musical codes of reggae are also investigated in order to 

interpret their meanings. At the very outset in the introduction of his book Hebdige 

(1997: 1) recounts the experience of writer Jean Genet at the hands of the Spanish 
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police, as described in Genet's book The Thief's Journal (1967). When Genet is 

found to have a container of Vaseline petroleum jelly in his possession the container 

is seen as a despicable object and treated with revulsion by the Spanish police. Both 

Genet and the container become objects of ridicule for the police. Later Genet reflects 

on the subversive nature of the innocuous object that openly proclaims his sexual 

orientation, and has the ability to anger policemen the world over. Hebdige (2) then 

explains that in working class youth cultures, ' the most mundane objects - a safety 

pin, a pointed shoe, a motor cycle' become symbols loaded with subversive 

implications in much the same w of Vaseline. For Hebdige these 

generally submerg 

flaunting a forbidden · dentity in t 

included incongruous items fro 

accessories. These would have inclu ed safety pins pierced through skin and used to 

hold together deliberately torn clothes, razor blades, plastic bin liners, toilet chains 

and clothes pegs. While designer Vivian Westwood described this style as 

'confrontational dressing' (Hebdige 1997: 107) punks often credited Dada artist Kurt 

Schwitters 'merz' art, in which he assembled interesting and beautiful collages using 

discarded items and junk as his material, as inspiration for their dress (Walker 1987: 

121). 
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The British punk' s attire would have included ripped T-shirts, plastic garments, 

animal print and garishly coloured clothing, crudely applied make-up for women, 

brightly dyed hair and the leather straps, and the belts and chains of bondage. Of the 

punks sense of dress, their fondness for swear words and their music Hebdige writes: 

The punks wore clothes which were the sartorial equivalent of swear words, 

and they swore as they dressed - with calculated effect, lacing obscenity into 

record notes and publicity releases, interviews and love songs. Clothed in 

chaos, they produced Noi rchestrated crisis of everyday life in 

case of the neo-nazi skinheads, the voured boots, bra e and shaved heads because 

they wished to communicate ' hardness, masculinity and working-classness' (Hebdige 

1997: 114). 

For Hebdige (120) a defining characteristic of punk style is 'blankness', and it is its 

'unlocatedness' that marks its superiority to other subcultural styles. He explains that 

punk style ' fitted together homologically precisely through its lack of fit ' - that it 

coheres through incoherence, - the notion of an inverted meaning in which 
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incongruity became congruity. As examples of this inversion Hebdige cites 'hole: T

shirt: :spitting: applause: :bin liner: garment: :anarchy: order' (120). 

For Hebdige (117) punk style emerges as the supreme subcultural style as its meaning 

is both ambiguous and contradictory, and because 'punk style remains elusive' . 

While he does concede that punk style is difficult to read, it is this elusive nature that 

denies literal interpretation that sets it apart from other subcultural styles. This is 

explained through the example of a punk who wore a swastika not because of neo

subcultural context , its pri 

lack of meaning: from its 

~ ~btl1Jbecause 'Punks love to be hated'. 

reflected" in the swastika wa the communicated a sence of any such 

identifiable values. Ultimately, the symbol was as "dumb" as the rage it 

provoked. The key to punk style remains elusive. Instead at arriving at the 

point where we can begin to make sense of the style, we have reached the very 

place where meaning itself evaporates .. . 

(Hebdige 1997: 116) 
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For Hebdige (121) punk's otherness is also the manifestation of a desire to break from 

the parent culture. In this way it marks its difference from the skinheads' desire to 

return to an idealised mythical working class past (120). He explains that punk was 

openly working-class in its 'rituals' and that the punk fondness for pseudonyms and 

heavy make-up were attempts at dislocation (121). While the punk movement was 

honest about its 'workingclassness', individual punks were 'disguised or symbolically 

disfigured' and thus alienated from the parent culture (121). Of this characteristic of 

the subculture Hebdige writes: 

guaranteed to disconcert the most 

liberal of observers, 

how radical. In this way, a th ugh the punks ren reo continually to the 

realities of school, work, family and class, these references only made sense at 

one remove: they were passed through the fractured circuitry of punk style and 

re-presented as "noise," disturbance, entropy. 

(Hebdige 1997: 121) 

His illustration of the political significance of subcultural style is regarded as 'his 

greatest contribution to Cultural Studies' (Turner 1992: 115) and although Hebdige's 
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book offers valuable insights on punk as a subculture, some academic papers have 

been produced subsequently that offer criticisms of Subculture: The Meaning of Style 

(1997). Angela McRobbie's "Settling Accounts with Subcultures: A Feminist 

Critique" (1998), Gary Clarke's ''Defending Ski-Jumpers: A Critique of Youth 

Subcultures" (1998) and Ted Swedenburg's "Homies in the Hood: Rap's 

Commodification oflnsubordination" (1992), illustrate certain deficiencies in 

Hebdige's study. 

In "Settling Accounts with Subcu 

subcultural analyses focus on the st 

McRobbie writes: 

omen to 'escapej811d that often 

at 'the expen / of women' (69). 

The lads may get by with - and get off on - each other alone in the streets, but 

they do not eat sleep or make love there. Their peer group consciousness and 

pleasure frequently seem to hinge on a collective disregard for women and the 

sexual exploitation of girls. 

(McRobbie 1998: 69) 
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McRobbie then explains that the 'liberating' aspects of these street cultures (music, 

football, and motorbikes) are celebrated in subcultural studies, while their 'more 

oppressive features' are understated (69). 

In ''Defending Ski-Jumpers: A Critique of Theories of Youth Subcultures" ( 1998), 

Gary Clarke expresses the opinion that Hebdige' s reading of punk style is highly 

personal. By establishing himself as the expert semiotician able to read the signs, 

fails to acknowledge that the members of these subcultures are themselves 

knowledgeable of the significance ). Clarke also accuses Hebdige of 

ine' and 'authentic' 

-yle that emerged from 

f Clarke's assertion ·s that the book 

Subculture: The Meaning o r ore flawed, in , at it seeks to explain 

middle class designed punk style as a orking class counter-hegemonic articulation. 

In "Homies in the Hood: Rap' s Commodification of Insubordination" (1992), Ted 

Swedenburg argues that in academic writing on popular music and punk, the history 

of oppositional culture has been unjustly explained through the activities of the white 

acts Elvis Presley, The Beatles, The Sex Pistols and Bruce Springsteen. He levels 

these accusations against luminaries Greill Marcus, Dick Hebdige and Lawrence 

Grossberg (1992. 53). Swedenburg asserts that had the relevant black artists been 
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included the canon of pop cultural history would take on a different semblance. He 

goes on to argue that punk peaked in a short period of some three years while rap 

music has lasted at least twenty years, and that rap is 'arguably more significant -

politically and aesthetically- than punk' (54). The political significance of punk 

therefore, has been seen as central not through the nature of punk, but rather through 

the perpetuation of this idea in academic writing on the subject (54) . 

While Hebdige, McRobbie and Clarke's pieces were produced shortly after the advent 

of punk in Britain, Swedenburg' s 

academic studies a G 

ignore the myriad for 

ering only a 

forms of these youth cultures in , · Further ore, these studies 

investigate punk as a working class ·o m of resistance t Hie dominant culture, while 

all indications are that in South Africa punk established itself as a middle-class 

phenomenon. This suggests that British theories on youth culture should not be 

applied in a South African context. It seems that punk, as a South African youth 

culture should be regarded as a counter culture rather than a subculture. In 

Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1997) Hebdige draws a distinction between 

subcultures and the counter culture (148). 
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He writes: 

The term 'counter culture' refers to that amalgam of alternative' middle-class 

youth cultures -the hippies, the flower children, the yippies - which grew out 

of the 60's and came to prominence during the period 1967-70. 

(Hebdige 1997: 148) 

Hebdige (1997: 148) goes on to explain that the counter culture2 is altogether more 

articulate in its resistance to the 'dominant culture', witlLits 'political action, coherent 

philosophies and manifestos' aide 

operatives'. The premise of 

In South Africa, however, punk beca · a middle-class rtistic expression and its 

enunciation of discontent should therefore be easily read. As the articulate voice of 

the oppositional culture in South Africa, punk' s inversion and subversion of the 

dominant ideology should be plainly evident from song lyrics and other forms of 

writing. As this is the case and is a phenomenon that trus study seeks to illustrate, 

examples of such writing that include specific references to apartheid institutions in a 

social context unique to South Africa, are examined in chapter five of this study. In 

these instances meaning is transparent rather than elusive. 
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Furthermore, punk music was practised by the youth of a minority group in South 

Africa and the social class of which these musicians and their fans originated, was 

neither disenfranchised nor marginalized. As members of the European settler 

community in a South African apartheid socio-historical context they represented a 

fringe within the dominant culture. Their marginal status, however, did not equal that 

of the subjugated masses. Nonetheless, in spite of the fact that these songwriters did 

not belong to a subordinate racial group their music was marginalized, their lyrics did 

challenge the dominant ideology heir careers are not the success 

alternative music i 

theoretical framewor 

consumption in a capitalist free mark t economy. The -ss producible artwork has 

necessitated deliberation on the production, distribution and reception of the popular 

cultural item. With academic writing on rock music a consideration of the 

apparatuses of the international music industry, as well as the character of the 

international music market is regarded as essential . Will Straw's essay 

"Characterizing Rock Music: The Case of Heavy Metal" (1994), and Lawrence 

Grossberg' s paper "Is There Rock After Punk?" (1998), are but two examples of this 

feature of such writing. Both studies shift the focus from an analysis of the rock song 
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as text, to an explanation of its distribution and reception in an attempt to 

contextualise its significance. In both instances therefore, the status, character and 

meaning of rock music is read in the context of big business' (international record 

companies) choice of styles of music and artists to invest large capital in, and 

consumer demand as a defining property in big business' compliance. 

Lawrence Grossberg' s "Is There Rock After Punk?" ( 1998) examines the social 

context of Western Europe and America in the mid-nineteen eighties and investigates 

the case of the substantial mature ··or Grossberg these post-war 'baby 

roll industry. Whi -oint, this older, wealthier 

of Heavy Metal" 

(1994: 369) offers an explanation o e policies of the 1 r-ge recording companies in 

their awarding of contracts and marketing procedures in the nineteen-seventies and 

the nineteen-eighties. While his essay pertains to the case of the rock music industry 

and audiences of America and Europe, the very international companies that he 

discusses have established local subsidiaries and recorded South African artists for the 

home audience. The early punk acts from the late nineteen-seventies and early 

nineteen-eighties were recorded by the local divisions of the international groups 
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E.M.I and WEA Insights offered by Straw are therefore valuable and can be applied 

to a local musical context. 

Be that as it may, this shift in focus from the music and the artists to the industry and 

audiences of rock has occurred in a first world context where music journalists and 

writers of popular histories eagerly document nascent styles of music, and publishing 

houses hastily release books in an attempt to define popular taste, and commodify 

new art forms as a business venture with considerable potential. As the introduction 

of this illustrates, even mainstrea 

undocumented. Consequent! 

focuses primarily on th 

the alternative in the mainstre m 

and the marginal, a d repositioning 

·1e this thesis mig t serve to privilege 

the peripheral punk, new wave and al rnative music of o th Africa over the 

mainstream pop styles, further studies can be produced that document and consider 

the case of unrecorded South African music, and make a strong case for such material 

being positioned as the ' truly' marginal. Therefore, if this dissertation is guilty of 

subverting the established history of local rock music, it also allows itself to be further 

subverted by not considering the large body of unrecorded local music. And once the 

history and significance of unrecorded music is documented, it too can be subjugated 

by other histories that fall outside its scope, and this cycle of inversion and 
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repositioning can continue endlessly. Of significance to this rationale of dominant 

and marginal, and the characteristic of a continuous cycle of inversion and negation is 

Steven Connor's writing in his book Postmodernist Culture: An Introduction to 

theories of the Contemporary (1995). He argues that the problem with the project of 

popular cultural studies is that it 'is locked into an oppositional logic of dominant and 

marginal' (189). Connor argues that while such writing seeks to champion the cause 

of marginal rock music, its reading of the dominant is usually one-dimensional, in that 

it treats the rock mainstream as monolithic and lacking in variety. Connor argues that 

these studies never clearly define 

music is in fact complex and diverse 

Of this Connor writes: 

p,orary culture i he projection of a 

universe of multiple di:fferenc s. If it is the case t at the rock music industry 

requires a stable and reproducible product, it is equally the case that this 

industry depends upon the periodic invasion of difference and innovation. 

Indeed the rock music industry is probably the best example of the process by 

which contemporary capitalist culture promotes or multiplies difference in the 

interest of maintaining its profit-structure. 

(Connor 1995: 189) 
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With South African rock music, however, it is generally not local expressions of 

diversity that are commodified, but insurrectionary messages from abroad, packaged 

for European and American audiences that are foisted on the local public. In South 

Africa it is not the local punk, new wave and alternative music that is stripped of its 

subversive associations and commercialised for regional consumption, but rather the 

prescription of youthful revolution from abroad. 

In South Africa, rock lyrics that sought to undermine the established order are found 

in the songs of some bands that w r labeltetl 

In dealing with the unique So th 

context of apartheid, British cultura 

er-fair, as 

exampled social 

However, its 

explanation of the nature of the music industry, and an investigation of artists and 

their audiences as holders of positions in a social order of specific political and 

historical contexts, is insightful. While such studies are useful as precedents in a 

South African context, their insights need to be applied with restraint. Although there 

are academic studies of foreign music that are ofrelevance to local music, a need for 

caution rather than unconditional application is necessary. Foreign studies cannot be 

used to explain the uniquely South African phenomena of extreme censorship, police 
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harassment, the acute conservatism of the radio stations, public disinterest and a 

miniscule rock audience. The subsequent chapters of this dissertation seek to amplify 

a generally limited understanding of the local circumstance. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Defining the labels Punk, New Wave and Alternative and British and American Punk 

Lyrics and Philosophy 

The music of the Durban bands Leopard and Wild Youth can be regarded as a classic 

form of punk rock as they sought to replicate the musical style of some white working 

class British bands, and New York club bands from the mid-nineteen seventies. 

Stylistically, the music of Wild Youth, Leopard and the British and New York punk 

bands The New York Dolls, The 

fifties artists Bud 

We wanted to do punk rock--a d decided that 

fifties like Eddie Cochran and Elvis Presley. 

/ 

encan 

(Szatsmary 1996: 255) 

In his essay In Which Yet Another Pompous Blowhard Purports to Possess the true 

" lvf eaning of Punk Rock ( 1993: 103) American j oumalist Lester Bangs supports this 

idea of a link between nineteen-seventies punk and nineteen-fifties rock ' n roll. 

Bangs writes: 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Defining the labels Punk, New Wave and Alternative and British and American Punk 

Lyrics and Philosophy 

The music of the Durban bands Leopard and Wild Youth can be regarded as a classic 

form of punk rock as they sought to replicate the musical style of some white working 

class British bands, and New York club bands from the mid-nineteen seventies. 

Stylistically, the music of Wild Youth, Leopard and the British and New York punk 

bands The New York Dolls, The Hell and the Voidoids, The Clash, 

'chard, 

the British and 

We wanted to do punk rode d decided that pu .. 

fifties like Eddie Cochran and Elvis Presley. 

(Szatsmary 1996: 255) 

t'- / 
In his essay In Which Yet Another Pompous Blowhard Purports to Possess the true 

" Meaning of Punk Rock (1993 : 103) American journalist Lester Bangs supports this 

idea of a link between nineteen-seventies punk and nineteen-fifties rock 'n roll. 

Bangs writes: 
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Rock and roll is not an ' art-form'; rock and roll is a raw wail from the bottom 

of the guts. And like I said, whatever anybody ever called it, punk rock has 

been around from the beginning - it's just rock honed down to it's rawest 

elements, simple playing with a lot of power and vocalists who might not have 

much range but so much conviction and passion it makes up for it ten times 

over. Because passion is what it's all about- what all music is about. 

Durban was asked to 

forms of music fro 

(Bangs 1993: I 04) 

--
. usic Michael Jacob a 

other popular 

nd strummed their guitars at break-

e this rhythm :th them. I think that 

the violent aspect of punk 1 d finitely related to t · e speed with which they 

played their parts, but I don't think that this was the only quality in the music 

that defines it as· punk. I think that with the British bands their anger, style of 

dress and stage performances were all contributing factors . You also need to 

look at what they were reacting to and rebelling against in terms of the other 

styles of rock music of the seventies. 

(Interview with Michael Jacob 2000) 
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The other styles of music that Jacob refers to are mainstream rock music and the 

'stadium' rock of the English progressive bands Genesis, Pink Floyd, Yes, Emerson 

Lake and Palmer and Jethro Tull (Gibson, Norris and Alcock 1992: 215). Nineteen

seventies punk music marked an attempt to return to a basic form of composition with 

the revival of the three-minute rock song of the nineteen-fifties and nineteen-sixties, 

and was a reaction against the technical aspirations of popular rock guitar heroes of 

the period (Bangs 1993: 105). The short punk song discarded the complicated 

arrangements, the use of classical instruments and the extended guitar solos favoured 

by the progressive bands. Becaus 

described as 'iconoclastic' (Cl 

he reggae music of later 

international stars Bob Marley and -e: er Tosh, which th - nks also regarded as a 

form of music worthy of imitation (Szatsmary 1996: 263). Reggae and ska were 

central to punk music with a host of multi-racial bands that included Selector, The 

Specials and The Beat all owing their sound to the rhythms of the nineteen-sixties ska 

acts, Don Drummond and Reco (Hebdige 1997: 35). Even the music of white British 

punk bands The Clash, XTC and Elvis Costello were influenced by ska1
, while the 

South African bands that were the inheritors to this British ska/rock fusion were 

National Wake, Flash Harry, The Asylum Kids and Corporal Punishment. 
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Corporal Punishment is often referred to as a punk band but when they appeared on 

the first South Afucan punk compilation album Six of the Best (1979) the British and 

American punk bands had abandoned the use of this label for the 'less constricting 

title new wave' (Birch 1980: 268). In her book Music in the Mix: The Story of South 

African Popular Music (1981: 139) Muff Anderson refers to Six of the Best (1979) as 

a 'new wave compilation album'. New wave is a label generally applied to music that 

represented the pop aspect of punk or the radio friendly and commercially viable face 

of punk. It is characterised by a softer sound that avoided the treble edge of punk's 

distorted guitars and was thought 

punk sound and image (Jewell l 81: 

later distinguished from punk as it 

outrageous' (Clarke 1989: 

'l:!>.".t·-:.::.e,.,ephisticated exterior of the mature 

ff Anderson (1981: 

acts Blondie, Mink de Ville, Talkin-=, eads and Televisio , and the British acts The 

Police, Elvis <:ostello, Joe Jackson, The Pretenders and Nick Lowe. Often the labels 

punk and new wave were used interchangeably, with the band Blondie being referred 

to variously as a 'pop' band (Heatley 1997: 26), a 'punk' band (Du Noyer 1995: 157) 

and a 'new wave' band (Clarke 1989: 855). Similarly, the Irish band The Boomtown 

Rats have been referred to as a ' punk' band (Strong 1996: 51) and a 'punk-pop' band 

(Heatley 1997: 51). In The Wee Rock Discography (1996: 51) author Martin Strong 

refers to this band' s music as 'punk', 'punk/new wave' and 'pop/rock' . However, 
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while the application of the labels 'punk' and 'new wave' differ with individual 

references, 'new wave' is generally accepted as the softer sounding offshoot of a 

hard-edged punk musical style. 2 

In the nineteen-eighties the term new wave was discarded because it encompassed all 

new trends and acts that were introduced to the marketplace, and presented too vague 

a description of musical style (Clarke 1989: 855). Some punk oriented acts and styles 

of music that were offshoots of punk, came to be referred to as 'altemative' .3 

Therefore, stylistically the alterna · 

from punk music of the ninet en -se · 

With South African m 

fthe nineteen-eighties developed 

When introduced to South !JI adio5 disc joc y Barney Simon it 

was applied to the local bands No ·ends of Harry, Th Psycho Reptiles and The 

Spectres (Interview with Richard Pithouse 2000). In this instance the term was used 

to describe these band' s brand of music as alternative to popular dance music and 

'bubblegum' 4 music. In terms of its sombre mood, deep vocals and choice of dark 

themes this style of music is very close to that of two original British nineteen

seventies punk bands that still release albums, and tour in the nineteen-nineties. On 

their live retrospective Fiendish Shadows (1997) The Damned, the first British punk 

band to record an album in the nineteen-seventies (Strong 1996: 111 ), produces a 
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sound in which the similarities with South African band No Friends of Harry's music 

are plainly evident. Also, on two recent albums by The Stranglers, one of the earliest 

British punk bands to be signed by a record company (Rees and Crampton 1994: 561), 

Written in Red (1998) and About Time (I 998) there are correspondences with the style 

of music included on No Friends of Harry's retrospective Fly by Night (1998). 5 

Similarly a 1988 compilation The Flying Circus: Rock Nouveau. ( 1988) features the 

local bands Elegant Chaos, Penguins in Bondage, The Gathering, Psycho Reptiles and 

Soviet Blu, whose moody music with sombre lead vocals is similar to that of the 

music of The Cherry Faced Lurche in the liner notes fi P-t e compact disc James 

Phillips: Made in South Africa (Donaldson 1995), the label was used in reference to 

the musicians' politics as alternative to the mainstream, rather than their musical style. 

In these instances the bands' choice of subject matter and the socio- political content 

of their lyrics can be regarded as an extension, or maturation of a punk attitude with 

roots in the nineteen-seventies. Therefore while the music of No Friends of Harry 

and The Psycho Reptiles can be regarded as alternative and as an offshoot of 
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nineteen-seventies punk, it is the lyrics of The Cheny Faced Lurchers and The Kerels 

that are alternative to the lyrics of mainstream radio friendly pop songs. 

In their book Music: The Rock-Classic Connection (1992: 259) authors Penny Gibson, 

Errol Norris and Peter Alcock favour this use of the label alternative and describe 

alternative rock as 'music with a message' . Of the themes of alternative rock songs 

they write: 

Other topics include politi 

· sm, anti-capit ism, and protests 

any kind. 

Elvis Costello, Weather Rep 

mention local musician David Kramer, they seem unawar of the South African 

socially-conscious work of the Afrikaans alternative bands and other artists recorded 

by Shifty Records in the nineteen-eighties. However, music journalist and academic 

Richard Pithouse is aware of the existence of these bands, and has commented on the 

use of the contested term 'alternative' in South African music in an interview: 

In South Africa the word was copyright Barney Simon. I first heard about it in 

the mid-eighties through Barney Simon. You could be an alternative. It was a 
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whole identity. In those days it was more Gothic.6 The punk thing was at its 

tail end but it was still the same in that it was identification with English 

culture. A lot of alternative bands like The Cure and The Psychedelic Furs 

were commercially successful, but they had more depth and integrity than 

Elton John, or whoever? 

In South Africa there was a struggle over that name, because I know that there 

were a lot of people actively writing and motivating to include James Philips 

ames Phillips tha The Cure. 

th Richard Pithous! 2000) 

was not unprecedented in local music · story as there s a long tradition of overtly 

political folk music in South Africa. From the period in question Roger Lucey, 

Jennifer Ferguson, Edi Nederlander, Juluka and Stan James are but a few examples of 

this genre of highly politicised music. 7 In the case of socially conscious South 

African punk, new wave and alternative music, however, the closest historical 

international antecedent for the political rock song would have been British punk 

music of the nineteen-seventies. While there must have been correspondences 

between local folk and punk lyrics, it seems most likely that this tendency to address 
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social issues in punk rock songs had grown out of various strands of thought existent 

in nineteen-seventies British punk. Young South African bands would have fallen 

heir to this form of music with its messages of resistance and insubordination. For 

local punk and new wave musicians therefore, the desire to subvert the dominant 

ideology was inherited together with the style of music. In South Africa this idea of 

the disruption of the social order through the lyrics of a rock song was applied to the 

uniquely South African system of apartheid. 

In Britain the subversion of the d 

antics of the Britis 

the dominant culture. 

a defining feature in the ima 

that Dick Hebdige sought to 

re: The Meant g of Style (1997), 

e parent culture and 

A fair indication of this characteristic of punk subculture is Malcolm McLarens essay 

"Punk and History" (1998). In the essay, Mcclaren the manager of the most 

notorious British punk band, The Sex Pistols, bemoans the disappearance of shock 

value in a world that rapidly commodifies all modes of resistance and commercialises 

oppositional voices. While his piece is a nostalgic recant of days gone by and reflects 

a mournful loss of once youthful vigour, it was McLaren who was largely responsible 

for defining the insurrectionary character of British punk. McLaren, an ex-art student 
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aware of significant twentieth century movements, was the transmitter of Dada ideas 

to rock music. As is the case with punk, shock value was also an important feature of 

Dada art, poetry and performance from the early years of the twentieth century, and 

many comparisons between nineteen-seventies British punk and Dada have been 

drawn. 

During the first world war Dada artists in Europe produced art works that were 

designed to provoke the established order and undermine traditional values as they 

believed that it was from these q 

Walker writes: 

"Anarchy" another. 

in part by the Dada collages. 

struction they witnessed around 

"vilization gon awry, the only 

(Walker 1987: 80) 

While Dada can be read as a twentieth century antecedent for the punk attitude and 

the slogans "Destroy" and "Anarchy", it was the philosophy of Situationism, with its 

'mixture of avant-garde, anarchist, and Marxist ideas' (Walker 1987: 120) that was 

responsible for the transmission of these aspects of Dada into nineteen-seventies' 
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British youth culture. Businessman Malcolm McLaren and Jamie Reid, the graphic 

designer responsible for punk's visual vocabulary, were both members of the British 

.~ 
Situationist group King Mob (Walu0). 

In her book Graphic Agitation: Social and Political Graphics since the Sixties (1995), 

Liz McQuiston explains the relationship between British punk and Situationism: 

Although not a political movement in itself, punk was affected by the art

politics of Situationism, a 

Transposed to a nineteen-se 

subversion manifested itself in the po ·tical nature of punk-. ics, as social conditions 

were ripe for rebellion in this form at the time. Of the British punk bands The Sex 

Pistols, The Clash, The Damned, The Stranglers, Buzzcocks, Magazine, John Cooper 

Clarke, Jilted John and The Fall as appropriate responses to this socio-political 

circumstance, Ian Birch author of the chapter ''Punk" in The Rock Primer (1980) 

writes: 
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All the human dissatisfaction was there: poverty and the dole queue, petty 

crime, high-rise living, street violence and boredom (relieved where possible 

with the cheap drug amphetamine sulphate). The collective attitude seems to 

waver between mind-crunching nihilism and resignation to an early self

administered death. Not in itself new - but taken to new extremes of 

artlessness. 

(Birch 1980: 261) 

political and social significanc 

that British punk lyrics fr 

.::..:~~c.,...· s supports Birches ideas on the 

om Marcus' a count it is apparent 

re inextricably bound to a punk 

ilist and anarchist ideas. It is 

not so much that iu.gil*il-Wf~WJj~~.,..aH.w.J!!.WJ~~lillii~,.L.l.l§a~~~.narchist, out that at 

e read as nihilist 

and interpreted as a call for the totak estruction of traditi nal values, the state and all 

its institutions, as well as civilisation in its entirety. Alternatively these lyrics suggest 

anarchist tendencies in that they can be read as a request for dissolution of the existing 

government and the installation of a more equitable social order. 

Often statements that were diametric oppositions co-existed in punk lyrics as such 

ideas were never played out in the harsh arena of an established' punk political order. 

To this day there has been no punk led government and punks were never called upon 
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to choose from the various streams of anarchist thought. Punks were also never 

required to produce political manifestos and treatises and as a result, statements that 

were designed to shock and provoke adverse responses were made with little thought 

of an application of such ideas in the formation of a new social order. Therefore, the 

anarchic idea of destruction of the established political system, and the reconstruction 

of an improved social order co-existed harmoniously with the nihilistic messages of 

utter chaos and destruction. 

e-Sex Pistols, openly credited its 

nihilism is also clearly 

offered working class youtH · ttl 

allowed unemployment figures to ris to one million by J l 1977 (1989: 13). While 

the Sex Pistols might have subscribed to the ideas contained in "Anarchy in the UK.", 

it was the graphic artist Jamie Reid who wrote the lyrics (Burchill and Parsons 1980: 

33). In the song Reid never qualifies exactly what it was that punks seek to destroy, 

and its lines seem to suggest nihilism rather than anarchism, although the listener is 

never really sure of which option he favours. In this instance the lyrics could be read 

as anarchist in that they call for the disbandment of the ruling regime and the 

dissipation of ~rr~~@social order. Alternatively they could imply nihilism and be 
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read as a request for all institutions of civilization to be expunged. The most 

disturbing line in the song is singer Johnny Rotten' s expression of a desire to 

'destroy' a passer by. The first verse of"Anarchy in the UK. reads; 

I am an Anti-Christ 

I am an anarchist 

Don' t know what I want 

But I know how to get it 

I wanna destroy passers-b 

Cos I wanna be anarc 

No dogsbody 

These lyrics must hav 

record company E.M. 

charts were tampered with to prevent the Sex Pistols' single "God Save the Queen" 

from reaching the top position in the UK charts in the week chosen to commemorate 

the Queen' s Silver Jubilee (Boot and Salewicz 1996: 85). When the BBC banned this 

song, there arose a curious scenario in Britain in which the nation' s top selling single 

was not played on the radio (Marcus 1989: 10). 

While the title of the song "God Save the Queen" is the same as the British national 

anthem, all similarity ends there. In the lyrics of the song, a pillar of British society, 
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the institution of monarchy, is attacked in a manner unprecedented in British popular 

music. All illusions of the popular song providing themes of escapist fantasy with 

romance, fast cars and fun times as the subject are shattered. The Sex Pistols' 

verbally assault the Queen in the line 'she ain't no human being', and reduce the 

institution of monarchy to a commodity with the line 'cause tourists mean money'. 

Two of the verses of"God Save the Queen" read: 

God save the Queen 

The fascist regime 

There is no future 

-

Together with their discordant dress sense which included ripped shirts and pants, 

black boots and leather jackets with metal studs and zippers, and short spiky hair 

(Szatsmary 1996: 258), their use of swear words on public television and singer 

Johnny Rotten's vomiting in public at Heathrow Airport (Hebdige 1997: 157), the 

group incurred the wrath of the upper, middle and working class parents in Britain 

(Hebdige 1997: 92). Adrian Boot and Chris Salewicz in Punk: The Illustrated Hist01y 

of a Music Revolution ( 1996), Julie Burchill and Tony Parsons in The Boy Looked at 
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Johnny (1980) and Dick Hebdige in Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1997) all 

recount an incident in which the Sex Pistols used the words 'sod', 'bastard' and ' fuck' 

during the course of a television interview (Hebdige 1997: 157). They explain that 

every British newspaper carried the story as a front-page headline on the following 
Tfr.J.,:_-c..- s 

day (Boot and Salewicz 1996: 57). The Daily Mirror's story cites the response of 

James Holmes, a forty seven year old truck driver, who was so enraged that his eight 

year old son had heard The Sex Pistols' swearing at interviewer Bill Grundy, that he 

kicked in the screen of his television set. Dick Hebdige uses this incident to illustrate 

that the Sex Pistols were consider 

regarded as 'unnatural' by Brif-s 

establish an improved 

eir use of swear words was 

.sting one. This positive 

, hobic, socially c 

viant, violent and I u-tish punk rather than that 

of the socially conscious youth. As a definition the dictionary lists: 

A movement of disaffected youth of the late nineteen seventies, manifesting 

itself in fashion and music designed to shock and intimidate. 

(Upshall 1992: 638) 
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While the definition provided hints at 'disaffected youth' as a manifestation of flaws 

in the social fabric, it perpetuates the stereotype of the young, violent, and ignorant 

punk, trivialising the activities of punks and ignoring the caring and nurturing attitude 

in punk culture.9 Perhaps the strongest indication of this 'constructive' aspect of the 

nineteen-seventies punk subculture was witnessed in the activities of an organisation 

known as '<R_ock Against Racism". '<R_ock Against Racism" was formed in response 

to rock guitarist Eric Clapton's support for right-wing English politician Enoch 

Powell's call for black British people to be sent back to Africa (Orman 1986: 171). 

c apters and drawn a crowd of eighty 

I' in London ill>-April of that year 

of Rock-and-

bands Sham 69, Trn~~ 4ill:Hl<&B 

with the Rock Agains 

10 in Britain with the ''2-4-6- -Motorway", shouted to the audience that the 

National Front must be confronted at "school and at work". "If music can 

erase a tiny fraction of the prejudice and intolerance in this world, then its 

worth trying", he told an interviewer. "Through my lyrics" agreed Morgan 

Webster of Sham 69, "I want to show the National Front that they're fucking 

arseholes." "We're against fascism and racism," declared Joe Strummer of 

The Clash. 

(Szatsmary 1996: 262) 
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The lyrics of the punk song "Power in The Darkness" (1977) by The Tom Robinson 

Band is possibly the clearest articulation of these concerns in nineteen- seventies 

British punk. The words of this song seem to address most of the issues championed 

by punks in the nineteen-seventies, in that they call for the protection of the rights of 

minority groups and all peoples who had come to constitute the other in British 

society. The lyrics of this song are a clear indication of songwriter Robinson' s anti

homophobic, anti-elitist, anti-racist, feminist and generally anti-authoritarian stance. 

1 -encapsulates most of the causes 

that the punks of that era foug 

Stand up and 

Freedom to do what you like 

Freedom for the brothers to love one and other 

Freedom for black and white 

Freedom from elitism from male-domination 

Freedom for mother and wife 

Freedom from big brothers intimidation 

Freedom to live your own life 

("Power in the Darkness" EMI Records 1977) 
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At this point in the song Robinson adopts a voice that mimics the meticulously 

articulated speech patterns of a BBC newsreader to convey the conservative idea of 

the menace that threatens to ruin morality and decency in British society: His 

commentary reads: 

Today institutions fundamental to the British system of government are under 

attack; the public schools, the House of Lords, the Church of England, the 

holy institution of marriage 

our society and its about time that 

possible Nationalist Fron 

concerns of the ultra conservative. 

Freedom from the reds, and the blacks and the criminals; prostitutes; pansies 

and punks; Football hooligans, juvenile delinquents, lesbians and left-wing 

scum; freedom from the niggers and the Pakis and the unions; freedom from 

the gypsies and the Jews; freedom from the long-haired layabouts and 

students; freedom from the likes of you. 

("Power in the Darkness" EMI Records 1977) 
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While Robinson's song "Glad to be Gay" openly proclaimed his sexuality, there were 

numerous other instances in which punk and ska artists that took their lead from the 

social-comment songs of the reggae artists and produced lyrics that highlighted 

various injustices and called for retribution. Elvis Costello's "Oliver's Anny"(1980) 

was a reference to Oliver Tambo and the armed struggle in South Africa, The 

International Beat's "Stand Down Margaret" was a request for Margaret Thatcher's 

resignation, and The Special's "Nelson Mandela" (1984) called for the release of the 

jailed ANC leader. 

For John Orman writing i 

oletariat. 

For The Clash their left-wing anti-racist and anti-fascist stance extended beyond their 

statements in interviews and song lyrics and manifested itself in the style of music 

that they chose to play. The band' s music borrowed heavily from the ska based styles 

of the British Caribbean community. Guitarist Mick Jones explained this in an 

interview: 
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Any gig we do is Rock Against Racism because we play black music; we're 

interested in making sure that the black culture survives as much as that the 

white culture does. We play their music and hope they'll play ours. We have 

a common bond with these people. 

(Orman 1986: 171) 

In this instance Jones seems unaware that his statement can be construed as 

patronising and is therefore in itself racist. In his references to 'white culture' and 

'black culture' he treats both 'gr 

Jones' s definition o 

Moorish descent. 

eference to both groups he 

revolution in a ay that valorised the 

cause of the oppressed in "Spanisfi'B mbs" and "Was ·n on Bullets", they were 

often singing about insurrection in exotic locations and social contexts far removed 

from their own. With this glamorising of revolution it was as though the Clash were 

positing the socially conscious guitar-playing rock musician as the urban equivalent of 

the third world rifle-toting guerrilla. With the song ' 'Rock the Casbah" from their 

album Combat Rock the band's references to the muezzin10 and minarets indicates a 

fair knowledge of Islamic culture, but its portrayal of the middle eastern despot who 

bans dancing by falsely quoting the scriptures, succumbs to Orientalist stereotyping. 
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As a result of such tendencies in their songs, The Clash has been accused of 

'juvenile', ' trivial' and 'meaningless' politics(Orman 1986:171). Similarly, while 

British new wave musician Elvis Costello had gained a reputation as an angry young 

man eager to speak out against injustice (Gibson, Norris and Alcock 1992: 219), he 

was supposed to have made racist comments about African-American singers Ray 

Charles and James Brown, which lead to a famous brawl with Stephen Stills and 

Bonnie Bramlett (Rees and Crampton 1994: 137). 

That these musicians' politics are 

remain questionable is of little 

ether with its 

political associations. For South Afric n punk and new -a e musicians it was the 

idea of the punk song as a context within which social and political issues could be 

addressed that was inherited from the British punk model. 

At the end of the nineteen-seventies and all through the nineteen-eighties, the British 

music newspapers N{;W Musical Express and Melody Maker were freely available at 

news outlets in South Africa and were important transmitters of Punk music and ideas 

to local shores (Anderson 1981: 134). Not only did these papers report on Punk and 
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new wave bands, provide information on gigs, and review records, but were also 

responsible for glamorising punk style, promoting punk music and extolling the 

virtues of the punk anti-establishment stance. A fair indication of this attitude is 

evident in The Boy Looked at Johnny (1980), a book written by Julie Burchill and 

Tony Parsons who were journalists in the employ of New Musical Express. In the 

book Parsons and Burchill review the canon of rock music, condemn the music and 

lifestyles of the established rock elite, and posit the achievements of the punks as 

primary. Such writing, together with a British popular music industry that was 

es and its packaging and 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The South African Political Context and Local Contemporary Music: the Popular 

Music Charts, Radio Stations, Record Companies, and Censorship 

In the early nineteen-seventies the Nationalist Party persisted in its application of 'the 

rigid Verwoerdian model developed during the heyday of apartheid' (Worden 1994: 

121). For South Africans, this spelt a continuation of the government's policies of 

segregation and separate development (Dresner 1997: 49 , with disenfranchised 

citizens baring the brunt of the re -

job reservation for 

access to beaches, ci 

By 1978 the accession of P. 

c-Group Areas Act, the Pass Laws 

· p witnessed an 

attempt to modify Apartheid structur s in response to ec nomic constraints, 

international pressure and internal strife and rebellion (Worden 1994: 121). There 

was a growing militarization of white South Africa in the late nineteen-seventies 

(Sparks 1997: 309) that was accompanied by the application of a ' total strategy' that 

sought to restructure apartheid in an attempt to uplift the country's international 

image, win government support from the growing black middle class, and provide a 

readily available black work force essential for the growth of industry (Worden 1994: 

122). The application of the ' total strategy' witnessed a decreased number of arrests 
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for pass law offences, a marginally increased investment in black education (Worden 

1994: 123), an encouragement of black trade unionism in an attempt to prevent a 

repetition of the unpredicted 'wild cat' strikes of 1973 (Sparks 1997: 314). 

The 'total strategy' also necessitated the end of certain apartheid institutions as 

described by Nigel Worden in The making of a Modern South Africa: Conquest 

Segregation and Apartheid. Worden writes: 

This policy was further se of many 'petty apartheid' 

s, such as hotels, restaurants and 

to all - that is, 

turbulent years of the late nineteen-s venties and the vol tile nineteen-eighties, 

however, the country' s official popular music charts, The Springbok Radio Top 

Twenty (Lombard 1997), featured songs by local artists that made no reference to the 

social crisis and the extreme conditions that included ' two states of emergency' 

(Sparks 1997: 336). The range of methods utilised by township dwellers and political 

leaders in the nineteen-eighties, namely 'consumer and rent boycotts, school boycotts, 

strikes and stayaways, rallies protest demonstrations, and an intermix of street 

confrontation and public and private negotiation' (Sparks 1997: 336), did not, 
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however, serve as inspiration for the writers of the popular songs featured on local 

radio shows in that era. 

While there is no formula as regards the subject matter of rock songs, the lyrics to 

some popular American music from the nineteen-sixties displayed anti- war themes 

that were a direct response to the Vietnam War. English punk bands of the nineteen

seventies employed anti-government and anti-monarchy sloganeering in their ~ 

lyrics to voice their discontent with growing unemployment and unfavourable social 

conditions. In 1968 The Rolling eet Fightin' Man" was a reference 

48 on the natioxe l U.S. ch~1;.;~'. 

1:i.t-s~:ic:e ¥€a ' - el Like I~ Fixi~ 

e Fish reached number 67 on 

e follo\\-ing deca e, The Sex 

ve the Queen " werl esponses to 

boredom' (Birch 1980: 261). While-.: e single "Anarchy in~t e UK" was withdrawn 

from the shelves after selling 55 000 copies, due to The Sex Pistols being fired by 

their record company, "God Save the Queen" did climb to the number two slot in the 

British charts (Rees and Crampton 1994: 518). 

In South Africa the lyrics to popular music featured in the official charts reflected no 

discontent with the government and its policies, and offered no criticism of the 

extreme social conditions, or the various apartheid institutions and laws that the 
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country's disenfranchised citizens were subjected to. In 1977 when the first punk 

bands Fourth Reich and Contaminators were formed in Durban (Van der Meulen 

1995: 54), the country's official music charts featured the songs "Morning Light" by 

Rabbitt, "Seabird" by Pendulum, "I'll keep Corning Back" by Lionel Peterson, "What 

Have I Done" by Mike Eager, "Stone Walls" by Dennis East and "The Buccaneer" by 

McCully Workshop (Lombard 1994 and 1997). In the very month (September) that 

black consciousness leader Steve Biko was found unconscious in his prison cell 

(Smart 1994: 434), and later died from his brutal treatment by the police (Welsh 2000: 

476), the Springbok Top Twenty 

rock group Rabbitt. While th song 

ch e song "Morning Light" by popular 

structed and m lodic piece with an 

and political crises facing South Afric n society were ign red by many popular 

musicians of the nineteen-seventies, there were a few artists who felt a desire to 

reflect this reality in the themes and lyrics of their songs. 

The closure of the Department of Information in 1978 and the governments' 

termination of the services of it's head Eschel Rhoodie in what commonly became 

known as 'The Information Scandal' (Smart 1994: 441) inspired the new wave band 

The Safari Suits to write the song "A South African in Paris" in 1979. Although "A 
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South African In Paris" did broach the issue of Rhoodie's absconding to Paris, and the 

song was included on Six of the Best (1979) the very first South African punk record, 

it did not receive airplay because of its contentious subject matter (Interview with 

Benjy Mudie 2000). Similarly folk singer Roger Lucey also found his music banned 

from the airwaves because of his overtly political anti-apartheid lyrics. On his 1979 

album The Road is Much Longer (WEA), Lucey' s song "Lungile Thabalazi" 

addresses the issue of deaths in detention, while "Crossroad" refers to the government 

practise of forced removal. In the early nineteen-eighties the new wave band 

Corporal Punishment's "Darky", e paranoia, and the ska/new wave 

In her book Music in the Mix: The t ry of South African-Popular Music (1981: 85) 

Muff Anderson attributes the general conservatism pervading SABC radio stations to 

the fact that several key positions in the SABC were held by high-ranking members of 

the Broederbond, a secret Afrikaner organisation whose clandestine activities and 

membership list was exposed by journalists Wilkins and Strydom in the book The 

Superafrikaners (1981). In a chapter that is a scathing attack on the attempt at 

collusion between the content of radio shows, the National Party line and 

Broederbond prescription, Anderson explains that for the seven services that 
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constitute 'Radio Bantu' and Springbok Radio (all SABC radio stations), lyric sheets 

were a prerequisite for every record submitted for broadcast (1981 : 87). As a result 

songs containing swearwords could be eliminated from play lists ( 1981: 93 ), and only 

music with 'favourable' themes could be listed. Anderson's account of the SABC 

radio stations in her chapter "Another Brick in the Wall" ( 1981) suggests that their 

conservatism was so extreme that at the end of the nineteen-seventies and early 

nineteen-eighties non-contentious and apolitical songs were not even considered. 

SABC radio stations were concerned with a broadcast policy that would encourage 

'the creation of conservative white 

writes: 

if=ttfa y has. It s ands to 

(Anderson 

While Anderson's account of the na r of the SABC rad·o tations might appear 

overly suspicious and paranoid in a post-apartheid South Africa, Stuart Hall' s 

comments in the essay "The Rediscovery of 'Ideology"' (1998) indicate that the local 

scenario of media compliance with state policy is not peculiar to South Africa. Hall 

writes: 

When the late director of the BBC Sir Charles Curran, remarked that ' the BBC 

would not exist outside the terms of parliamentary democracy,' what he was 
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pointing to was the fact that broadcasting, like every other institution of state 

in Britain, must subscribe to the fundamental form of political regime of the 

society, since it is the foundation of society itself, and has been legitimated by 

the will of the majority. Indeed the independence and impartiality with which 

broadcasters pride themselves depends on this broader coincidence between 

the formal protocols of broadcasting and the form of state and political system 

which licenses them. 

(Hall 1998: 1063) 

While Hall's example posits t ate policy, he 

d prescription of programme 

youth, and instrumental in produci g, compliant genera io of young people is disco 

music, a dance-oriented style popular in the nineteen-seventies (Anderson 1981: 89). 

While Anderson does not infer that the same line of reasoning could be applied to 

mainstream pop and rock music that dominated the radio stations' play lists in 1981 , 

her views on these acts suggest that she could very well have held such an opinion at 

the time. 
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In the very year that Anderson' s book Music in the Mix: The Story of South African 

Popular Music ( 1981) was published, the British punk revolution was thought to have 

been spent, and the British music industry, which had come to be regarded as the 

progenitor of new and imaginative acts and trends, began marketing a host of bands 

who' s image was seen to be of prime importance. These designer-clothed, heavily 

made-up musicians were referred to as New Romantics, and they included Spandau 

Ballet, Duran Duran, Depeche Mode, ABC, Soft Cell, Haircut 100 and The Human 

League (Du Noyer 1995. 191). While the punks were 'raw, harsh and ugly', the New 

Romantics1 were 'smooth clean a 

Ireland, Hotline, ~- -..,.·~« 

1997), who produce 

· n, David Scobt , Joy, John 

s~ ae1:~3:ei1i::;:fljlL-J=BlOY, (Lomlfard 1994 and 

en-seventies pop and rock. It 

Face, the similarity with Duran Dura was unmistakable 

"Mysteries and Jealousies" and Face To Face' s song "Here We Are" were standard 

pop tunes with standard pop themes, Via Afrika and e' Void represented a new 

phenomenon in South African pop music. Via Afrika and e' Void2 were white bands 

experimenting with African rhythms and fashion, in their music and image. While 

Via Afrika' s single "Hey Boy" did not chart, and e' Void' s "Urban Warrior", a song 

that addressed the issue of migrant labour and the disempowerment of the African 
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male in an apartheid South Africa, was not released as a single, it was e' Voids' 

"Shadows" and "'T ax.iman" that scored chart positions (Lombard 1994). 

In March 1984 when "Taximan" reached the number six position on the Springbok 

Top Twenty Charts (Lombard 1994), P.W Botha, the State President of South Africa 

met with Samora Machel, the president of Mozambique in an attempt to remove the 

guerrilla border attacks from the north and prevent Mozambique from harbouring 

ANC activists (Worden 1994: 126). By this stage social conditions in South Africa 

were gravitating towards the extr ~-~, .. e million indigenous African 

om elands (Welsh 

ent on these 

The Kalahari Su ers produced 

Own Affairs was produced at a time when it would have been difficult for musicians 

and other South Afiican citizens to ignore the events that were occurring in the 

country, as they were making international headlines (Sparks 1997: 333). In "The 

Revolt of The Eighties", a chapter in his book The Mind of South Africa: The Rise and 

Fall ~f Apartheid (1997), Allister Sparks explains that discontent with the formation 

of non-representative Township Councils in the Vaal Triangle (334), and the rioting 

that broke out in the Indian Township ofLenasia on August 28 in response to 
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tricameral elections (335), was to have a cumulative effect that was not anticipated by 

the government. Sparks describes these incidents of 1984: 

What occurred was a confluence of incidents, each minor in itself, that 

followed a long build-up of grievances that flowed together on one particular 

day into a maelstrom of wrath. 

(Sparks 1997: 333) 

Sparks goes on to explain that th · e out in the Vaal Triangle and the 

In the 

three years that followed 

townships (337). 

Soweto. 

deeper than any unrest had done before, from city to countryside and into 

small-town South Africa. Outlying dorps of the Orange Free State and 

northern Cape, where blacks had been docile for as long as anyone could 

remember, suddenly became centres of insurrection. Some of the 'homelands' 

were touched too, the Ciskei and KwaNdebele, Bophutatswana and parts of 

KwaZulu. 

(Sparks 1997: 337) 
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These events were to create a lasting impression for James Phillips, songwriter and 

guitarist with the alternative band The Cherry faced Lurchers, and their effects 

manifested themselves in the form of"Shot Down in the Streets", his song about the 

violence in the townships (Interview with Roger Lucey 2000). In the lyrics to this 

song Phillips articulates the contrast between a troubled black township experience 

and a comfortable white suburban lifestyle. 

To an outsider interested in Sout 

April brought the 

white rock/pop band 

song can be read as a €elebration o 

June, the all

while the 

That the 'total strategy' was not working is evident in the Chase Manhattan Bank' s 

refusal to renew its loan to South Africa in July (Welsh 2000: 491). This event was to 

have a 'domino effect' in which other American, British, Swiss and German banks 

called in their loans (Sparks 1997: 351). By the end of that month South Africa was 

expected to repay thirteen billion rands to foreign banks by the end of the year (Sparks 

1997: 350). Frank Welsh author of A History of South Africa (2000: 491) asserts that 

these events ' probably marked the beginning of the end of South African self-
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sufficiency', and in his book South Africa: Crossing the Rubicon (l 992: 41 ), Guy 

Arnold believes that < 1985 was a turning point for the South African economy'. 

In August of the very same year, P.W. Botha addressed the Natal Congress of the 

National Party in the Durban City Hall with a speech that has come to be known as 

<The Rubicon Speech' (Sparks 1997: 350). At the time, Botha was under 

considerable pressure from the international community to implement meaningful 

reform and from Afrikaner conservatives not to compromise white political control 

That South Afric 

wave/alternative music ofT e S 

Facts, and Survival articulated the co cern of these arti t--s with the state of the nation 

at the time. In the mid-nineteen eighties the local radio stations ignored the music of 

these bands as they had done with the earlier punk/new wave bands Corporal 

Punishment, The Safari Suits and National Wake (Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000). 

In 1986, the year following the release of A Naartjie in our Sosatie and Forces 

Favourites the repeal of Urban Areas Act spelled the end of influx control, mixed 

sport was introduced to South African society, but political power was still 'firmly in 
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white hands' (Welsh 2000: 491). In June of the same year, thousands of troops were 

sent into the townships, as a state of emergency was declared (Welsh: 490). In these 

years, and the three years that followed leading up to the demise of apartheid, the 

chart-topping local acts Cinema, Helicopters, Pocket Lips and The Lovemasters, 

produced music that reflected no desire to offer commentary on the harsh political 

climate and the social crisis of the times. A glance through the music featured in the 

countries official charts from this period, listed in the liner notes for the retrospective 

compilation compact discs The Best of SA Pop. Volumes 2 and 3 (Lombard 1994 and 

1997), reflects a tendency to com 

from the social crisis in South 

mobilisation, trade union 

chart is 

lation. 

sic industry, 

recording, marketi g and 

:venture. As a c pitalist business 

venture therefore, the only worthy · estment would be ne that ensures returns that 

are multiplied many fold . In his paper "Characterizing Rock Music Culture: The Case 

ofHeavy Metal"(1994), Will Straw explains this conservatism as a characteristic of 

the industry dating back to the early nineteen-seventies. He explains that the major 

record companies tended to sign groups formed by established players from 

successful bands of the nineteen-sixties, as the costs associated with promoting acts 

and bands touring with truckloads of expensive equipment required some form of 

substantial return for the companies investments (Straw 1994: 370). As such, record 
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companies were reluctant to outlay huge sums of money on the promotion of new 

acts, untried and untested in the marketplace. In his article '"The Business Year: US", 

in which he reviews the American record industry's performance in 1980, Drew 

Moseley illustrates that this trend continued into the nineteen-eighties: 

In the last year no record company has been able to break a new act on its 

debut album. No new American act has emerged from the ashes of the 

seventies to take its place among the established sellers like Billy Joel, Bruce 

:thout airplay a band 

for the major rec(i)rd label WEA, 

Moseley's assertions when 

The music industry worldwide doesn't change. It discovers trends, rather than 

invents them. It latches onto trends only after it discovers their commercial 

possibilities. It's very old school, very conservative, and very poppy. In 

South Africa, the dark side of music wasn't catered for until Roddy Quin of 

EMI and I came along. I think I was the first person to sign uncommercial 

bands since the early seventies. 

(Interview with Benjy Mudie 2000) 
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In South Africa therefore, it is understandable that the large record companies EMI 

and WEA as divisions of international companies would have been reluctant to record 

music with lyrics that would invite security police intervention and lead to the radio 

stations banning their products. In one instance in 1979, security policeman Paul 

Erasmus called WEA records and intimidated their personnel over their signing of 

Roger Lucey, a highly politicised folk singer. In an article titled "Music to Security 

Branch Fears" appearing in the Weekly Mail, 7 July 1995, Erasmus describes how he 

destroyed Lucey' s career. Eras 

were aghast and went to great 

ant trouble with t L thorities. 

(Erasmus 1995) 

And while the record companies might have been the victims of such intimidation and 

injustice, there were also instances in which the musicians and the unsuspecting 

public might have been the victims of the fraudulent practises of the companies. In 

the first chapter of her book Music in the Mix: The Story of South African Popular 

Music (1981: 45) Muff Anderson accuses the major record companies of the late 

nineteen-seventies and early nineteen-eighties of falsely inflating record sales figures 
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released to the press, and of bribing the owners of sales outlets consulted, to compile 

the national record charts based on sales figures ( 4 7), to falsify the charts. Such 

practises were not confined to South Africa in those particular years . A report on the 

BBC show Newsnight revealed 'illegal chart fixing practices' in which WEA was 

named as the record company involved, and the new wave band The Pretenders as one 

of the acts to have benefited from this illegal activity (Woffinden 1981: 169). 

While such allegations are difficult to prove twenty years after the fact , other 

t!"l-b"l~o.n seem to be supported by recent 

mineworker who recorded t e t 

artist Pete Seeger then recorded ''Mbube" as 'Wimowe "·n 1952 (Donaldson 2000a). 

Donaldson then explains how ''Mbube" became an international hit in a different 

guise. 'Wimoweh" was recorded as "The Lion Sleeps Tonight", and has since been 

covered by 170 artists. The royalties paid to the credited songwriters Hugo Peretti, 

Luigi Creatore and George Weiss, resulted in the trio making millions of dollars, 

while Solomon Linda died penniless in 1962 (Donaldson 2000a). 
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Such practices engendered mistrust of the local music industry, and because of the 

reluctance of the established labels to record certain local artists and genres of music, 

the nineteen-eighties witnessed the formation of a few independent record companies 

in South Afiica. In Cape Town Karl Raubenheimer a guitar player and bassist with 

the bands Corporal Punishment and Illegal Gathering, created the Skate Promotions 

label on which he released the music of bands from that city on cassette and record 

(Interview with Raubenheimer 2000). While Raubenheimer recorded Bionic 

Automation, Outfitters, Tony Wood, Under Two Flags, and himself as Karl Helgaard 

and The Drugs, Chris Quirke rel 

and J asiukowicz 1994: 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000). 

appy Ships, Quarter Zones the 

y Records in 198/ and for a period 

·c, and release hem on his label 

While there were over 6000 independent record companies in the USA in 1961 

(Harker 1980: 107), it was the British independent labels Stiff and Rough Trade who 

served as inspiration for Radium and Shifty. In the second half of the nineteen

seventies Stiff and Rough Trade had recorded and released punk/new wave artists 

Elvis Costello and Ian Oury, who went on to become international stars ( Gillett 1981 : 

171). The success of these two small labels inspired the formation ofa host ofBritish 
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independent labels including Spartan Records, Postcard Records, Zoo Records, 

Hollywood, Stage One and Happy Birthday Records (Gillett 1981: 172). 

Of the local independents Shifty Records was by far the largest with the most prolific 

output. Shifty was the brainchild of Lloyd Ross and Ivan Kadey, a guitarist with the 

ska/new wave band National Wake who decided to purchase recording equipment and 

assemble a studio to record the many talented but unsigned artists they encountered 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000). By the latter part of 1982, a makeshift Shifty 

studio was established in a carav , 

ic of acts 

aapse Klopse 

following: 

Once I started getting the equipment together, I realised that there was a lot 

more than just a small subculture of white music that wasn't being recorded. 

There was a whole lot of other music that had a similar message, and was 

coming from a similar place, but wasn't necessarily the same at all. My 

mission became to record good South African music, and consequently the 

first band I recorded was Sankamoto from Lesotho. I took the caravan to 

Lesotho to record them there, as they weren't allowed into South Africa. We 
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recorded in a defunct Radio Lesotho studio, using the caravan as the control 

room. We recorded the first Sank:amoto album there. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

Over a period of twelve years Shifty Records produced over fifty albums featuring a 

host of artists, including Mzwakhe Mbuli, Sankamoto, Tananas, lsja, Simba Morri, 

Jennifer Ferguson, Roger Lucey, The Abstractions, The Dynamics, The Aeroplanes, 

The Softies, Kalahari Surfers, Corporal Punishment, Illegal Gathering, Cherry Faced 

Lurchers, The Softies, In Simple 

Genuines, The Kerels, Berno 

Ross maintains tha 

1989) were produce 

As Ross owned all the equi 

ed, The Facts, Stan James, The 

ew), and as a resu t Karl Muller, 

ell but not paid' £ r a session he 

:dness" (Interview w·th Muller 2000). 

nothing, and all he needed to pay br: was recording tape ·1e Shifty did receive an 

injection of foreign capital from a Swedish funding organisation, this only happened 

in 1989, and all through its existence the company was plagued with problems that are 

endemic for independents. The company experienced problems with the pressing of 

records, the distribution of cassettes and records, the lack of suitable venues for the 

musicians to perform in, and censorship as the Publications Control Board banned 

many Shifty albums for possession and distribution. 
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In the nineteen-seventies and nineteen-eighties EMI was the only plant in the country 

that pressed records for the independent music companies. The independents Shifty, 

Jo'burg, Transistor, Skate and Sunshine would have had their records pressed by EMI 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000). Because the larger companies had established 

efficient distribution networks and could afford to pay representatives to call on and 

stock individual outlets, the independents would often pay the larger companies to 

distribute their stock for them. While The Gallo group distributed its labels Trutone, 

GRC, RPM and Gallo, WEA distributed its own label as well as the independent 

Jo'burg, while EMI distributed it 

While I di 

out. The reps from the big 

H ..... ,~,.,,P- and CTV, as well as the 

show these 

e didn't get 

our product at all. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

As a result of this problem, Shifty Records sold their albums through mail-order in the 

newspapers The Weekly Mail and Die Vrye Weekblad, from flea market stalls, 

specialist record shops, through the UDF (United Democratic Front) and the ECC 

(End Conscription Campaign) structures, directly from the Shifty office, and at live 

concerts (Interview with Hannelie Coetzee 2000). While distributing the records was 
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problematic, the public was also largely unaware of much of the music produced by 

Shifty, as their records were seldom played on radio. Hannelie Coetzee a 

representative who joined the company in 1989 and worked for Shifty in the early 

nineteen-nineties explains this situation as follows: 

I joined Shifty in 1989 which is the last year in your study, but to my 

knowledge the only white artist to get any play listing in this period was Koos 

Kombuis with "Lisa se Klavier", on Radio Highveld. Tananas also received 

major airplay on Radio 5. 

nd we did get some 

airplay in Bo 

who did receiv airplay on the 

national stations were traditional a d, · azz-oriented acts an · an Afrikaans act that 

recorded with Shifty, rather than the alternative rock, punk and new wave bands. For 

bands of this musical persuasion it was equally difficult to find work as there were 

only ' about four venues in the country where they could play' (Interview with Lloyd 

Ross 2000). Of this scarcity of work and venues Hannalie Coetzee says: 

The musos organised their own gigs, but by the end of the eighties there were 

a few brave venues around - Jamesons, The Chelsea, The Black Sun, The 
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Branch Office, and Club 58 in Jo'burg. Piet Botha ran a venue called Grand 

Central in Church Street Pretoria. There was a venue called Funk:y's in 

Durban and I do remember The Jam and Indaba in Cape Town. A lot of the 

musicians were also studying at universities at this time and some gigs 

happened on campuses. 

(Interview with Hannelie Coetzee 2000) 

While venues were a problem for the Shifty artists, November 1988 saw a series of 

concerts in the Market Theatre 

lues band, Ah re Letoit, Bemoldus 

Condry Ziqubu ( 

In the same way that inventive met 

Practically all our albums were banned from airplay. A lot of our albums were 

banned for possession and distribution. All the Kalahari Surfers albums were 

banned, and I distributed them with great difficulty. When Mzwakhe' s album 

was banned, we had to manufacture it with no labels. We distributed it 

through a couple of Indian bicycle shops that have a fairly wide distribution 

network. They used to operate out of a bicycle shop. I don't know how it 

works. I think it was called Streetwise. They distributed a lot of Mzwakhe 
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cassettes for us. They were near OK Bazaar in Eloff Street. They went to all 

areas. They had these little satellite outlets all over the country. KwaZulu

N atal, and here in the North. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

While Hannelie Coetzee and Lloyd Ross both believe that Shifty Records was 'too 

small' an operation for the security police to worry about, Coetzee recalls seeing 

undercover police at several gigs, and Ross later met a 2oliceman who was instructed 

attempt to hear 'hidden messages' 

earrings' and 

, alahari 

on their recording , that could 

iews with Ross ( d Coetzee ). 

found to be 

offensive by the Directorate of Publi ations and were ha -ed by the Publications 

Control Board. In 1999, a Shifty compilation album, A Naartjie in our Sosatie 

(1985), featuring the artists Timothy, National Wake, Stan James, Corporal 

Punishment, Sankamota, Roger Lucey, Joe Azania and The Chameleons, Survival, 

Bernoldus Niemand and Kalahari surfers, was re-issued as a commemorative item for 

The Cutting Grooves Exhibition of the Censorship of Music Under Apartheid, held at 

Rhodes University. The liner notes of this re-issued album include a brief outline of 
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what censorship would have entailed in the apartheid years, by Exhibition co

ordinator Michael Drewett. Drewett writes: 

Censorship of music was practised by the government through regulations and 

institutions (such as the Internal Security Act, Publications Control Board, and 

South African Broadcasting Corporation) and by other sectors such as the 

record companies, independent radio stations and retailers. While their 

motives varied, the effect was to make it difficult for certain types of messages 

and music to be heard. I 

live venues who 

them. 

eople who re rded them, alternative 

the audiences who supported 

(Drewett 1999) 

Surfers album Bigger Than Jesus (-V 89) was banned fo -ussession and distribution. 

In the letter Sony is informed that his overtly political references on the tracks 

"Beachbomb" and ''Limpet Mine" are 'provocative' but not 'undesirable in terms of 

the article 47(2)(c),( d) or (e)'. Instead it is his use of a prayer on the track "Gutted 

with Glory", in which 'the Lord's Prayer is used outside any reference framework of 

theology or worship for political ends' (In Kalahari Surfers website - Sony 1999). 

The letter reads: 
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The Lord ' s Prayer, for the reasonable and adult Christian, is sacred, especially 

as it is regarded as the so-called model prayer. To make of this something that 

is used for specific political groups will be abhorrent and hurtful toward the 

reasonable, adult Christian and therefore undesirable in terms of article 

47(2)(b) of the law. 

(Letter from the Directorate of Publications reproduced in Sony 1999) 

In an earlier letter to Roger Lucey, now included in the liner notes of a retrospective 

double CD set Roger Lucey. 21 I,; vad, (released as a part of Third 

nned in the apartheid 

g Yhabane contains 

a reference to Steve Biko and ·s death 'as one friiany'. On the basis of all 

this the committee is of the opinion that the record should be banned and that 

its possession would also be prohibited 

(Letter from the Directorate of Publications reproduced in Anonymous d 2000) 

For Roger Lucey this was not the end of his woes. In 1995 Lucey discovered that in 

the early nineteen-eighties he had been the unsuspecting victim of security policeman 

Paul Erasmus' 'dirty tricks ' activities. In an article titled "Music to Security Branch 
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Fears", Erasmus confessed to 'putting the brakes on Lucey's career' (Erasmus 1995). 

While Erasmus admits to owning a collection ofLucey's records which he still listens 

to and enjoys regularly, in 1979 he tear-gassed an audience at a Lucey concert, 

threatened venue owners who employed Lucey' s band, and confiscated copies of The 

Road is Much Longer from a Hillbrow record store. 

While all outspoken musicians of the apartheid era were not subjected to such extreme 

treatment, it is difficult to gauge the extent to clandestine security police interference 

ecords by radio station librarians, 

at a mood of o , ressiveness and 

if the police were ot interested 

, that they were 

I saw undercover cops at sev al of our gigs. I cannot recall any direct 

confrontations. Our cars broke down a lot, our pressings were delayed, and at 

times I thought our phones were tapped. At other times I thought we were too 

small for the police to worry about. Our Swedish funding personnel had 

difficulty getting into South Africa. Arrest for dagga3 and draft dodging was 

common, and students were always being detained for political activity. 

(Interview with Hannelie Coetzee 2000) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

A History of the Significant South African Punk, New Wave and Alternative Bands 

In most instances it would be misleading to describe the bands whose histories are 

discussed in this chapter, and who have come to represent the country' s musical other, 

as the dark underbelly of late nineteen-seventies and nineteen-eighties South African 

music. Although the music of all the bands discussed here did provide local 

audiences with an alternative to the mainstream pop and rock acts discussed in chapter 

· e-for their song writing was still in 

vogue in foreign markets. 

e British chart featured albums 

did not dominate the album 

. h. H / h. n-e1g ties. owe er, t etr 

The South African bands National Wake, Hogs Norton and Corporal Punishment 

found themselves situated on the fringes of the music industry through no choice of 

their own. Since South Africa's rock music audience is small, as this form of music is 

generally supported by white youth who constituted the country' s minority, there was 

a limited market for the music of these bands. Furthermore, as a result of the lack of 

significant patronage of these niche areas in local music, there was little hope of these 

bands sustaining themselves over a long period of time. Perhaps this lack of 
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sponsorship has been responsible for the swiftness with which South African 

musicians are able to establish themselves in bands on the live circuit, disband and 

promptly reappear in other line-ups and forms . As a result of this transitory state that 

most bands find themselves in, a history of South African punk, new wave and 

alternative bands and their personnel is a complicated one VYith a complex network of 

musicians who featured in various acts from different parts of the country. Tracing 

such a network and outlining it in detail is by no means impossible, but could make 

for a researcher' s life work and tedious reading for interested parties. However, even 

an attempt to trace the developm wtlmC.S-()f the significant punk, new wave 

anagers an °'producers, reveals the 

Most sources indi 

punk and post-punk B enjy Mudie, a record producer 

·can punk 

·s f punk to the city t at he refers to as 

a 'hotbed of punk and punk elat 

(Interview with Benjy Mudie 200 . The history of this' · nk and punk-related 

activity' in Durban is documented in a study by Lindy Van der Meulen entitled From 

Rock 'n Roll to Hard Core Punk: An Introduction to Rock Music in Durban. 1963-

1985 (1995). Her study contains a diagram supplied by Reuben Rose the drummer of 

the band Wild Youth in which he constructs a ' music family tree' of Durban punk 

bands from 1978 to 1982 (54) . The acts listed here are Fourth Reich, Contaminators, 

Impact, Guilty, Unlimited Scandal, Wild Youth, Dr Crippler and the Lasers, Dead 

Babies, Gay Marines, The Gents, Le Metros Trois, and Powerage. While most of 
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these bands did produce self-funded demo recordings on cassette, the new wave band 

The Gents recorded the single Schoo/kids with TPM Records (1983), and an album 

titled The Gents (1982) with RAP, (Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 46) in which the 

influence of British acts Elvis Costello and the Attractions, Joe Jackson, XTC and 

Nick Lowe is evident. 

Kevin Flame (guitar and vocals), Tim Rocker (bass), and Sydney B. Goode1 (drums) 

might have sought to emulate the restrained and calculated style of their new wave 

pany, reflectih a stage act, image 

ed h" · rst punk band 7 rth Reich' 

Howing year Mick Fleck adopted the 

Pogo and Budgie. By 1979 Mick Fleck was using the s age name Johnny Teen 

(guitar), and Wild Youth was reduced to a three-piece band with Andrew Peinkie 

playing as Skid Soles (bass), and Reuben Rose as himself (drums). It was with this 

line-up that Wild Youth generated much interest in their activities. Van der Meulen' s 

study documents the bands early performances and responses to these appearances in 

the media, as well as their Wot 'Bout Me tour which saw the band performing in 

Johannesburg, Durban, Margate, Port St. John, East London and Cape Town (Van der 

Meulen 1995: 55-66). 
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Frustrated with their inability to secure a recording deal Wild Youth disbanded in 

1980, a year after having recorded the tracks Record Companies and All Messed Up 

for Benjy Mudie's 1979 compilation Six of the Best. Van der Meulen's thesis 

documents the band's popularity, the reputation they generated and the responses to 

their live performances. However, her study understates the band's most significant 

achievement, the production of the first independently produced South African punk 

single Wot 'Bout Me/Radio Youth (1979) (Interview with Ernesto Marques 2000). 

Ernesto Marques a compiler for 

compilation cassettes thro, an un 

America, says of this sin le: 

year, hoping 

single 

e original vinyl pres mg. They don't 

(Interview-with Ernesto Marques 2000) 

While this single is virtually impossible to procure, Wild Youth's recordings of their 

original composition "Record Companies" and "All Messed Up" first appeared on Six 

of The Best (1979), an album that has since been deleted. On this record Wild Youth 

was featured with the late nineteen-seventies acts Safari Suits, Corporal Punishment, 

Bill Flynn, Roger Lucey and Leopard. 
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An all female punk band from Durban, Leopard, recorded the tracks "Boys and 

Bitches" and "Underestimator" in C and G Studios for the compilation album. 

Producer Benjy Mudie describes these tracks by Leopard as 'two and a half minutes 

of sheer female testosterone', and attributes the bands' six-month lifespan to the fact 

that the only member with the intention of seriously pursuing a musical career was 

guitar player Linda Mc Gregor (Interview with Benjy Mudie 2000). Chilvers and 

J asiukowicz in their book History of Contemporary Music of South Africa (l 994: 71) 

and Van der Meulen (1995: 68) agree that Leopard was South Africa's first all-female 

punk band. Formed in June 1977 

regularly in Durb 

ld Youth. Both ands favoured 

I 
· and drum lines, ove ·laid with 

Although this style of music was also favoured by the Sex Pistols, and in Britain had 

been considered subversive and it's practitioners deviant, in South Africa it was 

received with curiosity rather than disdain. From reviews of Wild Youth' s 

performances included in Van der Meulen's study (1995: 62 and 64) it is evident that 

reviewers were keen to stress the band's originality and musicality, rather than vilify 

them as a social menace. As shown in chapter two of this study when Six of the Best 

(1979) was released, the British punk bands were being categorized with the more 
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neutral label new wave. While this innocuous term, stripped of the more serious and 

subversive connotations of punk survived as a politically noncommittal musical form 

in the international mainstream, it was possibly the South African bands that fell in 

this grouping that produced the most disruptive music. 

The two new wave bands included on Six of the Best (1979), Corporal Punishment 

and Safari Suits contributed two songs each to the sampler, but suffered short-lived 

careers and did not record with a major company thereafter. The Safari Suits formed 

in 1978 in Cape Town and first pe runner (Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 

guitar and voc· ls), Graham Handley 

Information who absconded to 

was made public. Producer 

m the Six of the Best 

album not receiving airplay (Intervi~ with Benjy Mudi 2 00). 

The Safari Suits disbanded in 1979 after changing its name to Suburban Dogs 

(Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1995: 113) and it was guitar player Steve Moni's next band 

National Wake that produced politically significant music. With National Wake their 

blend of ska, reggae and rock was loaded with insurrectionary messages and offered 

criticisms of South African society and the government. National Wake's debut and 

finale, the album National Wake (1981), was co-produced by the Safari Suits bassist 
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Graham Handley, and Benjy Mudie was the executive-producer for WEA Records. 

The band National Wake (as opposed to National Party) comprised of a multi-racial 

line-up in an apartheid South Africa, with players Ivan Kadey (rhythm guitar), Garard 

Khosa (bass), Punka Khosa (drums), Steve Moni (lead guitar), and Kelly Petlange 

(saxophone). The group's album included the tracks "Wake of the Nation" , "Student 

Life", ' 'Bolina", "Xighangu Xamina", ' 'Kalabash" and "International News". 

The track "International News" is the most energetic and melodic song included on 

the record and has a choppy ska 

that because the bcUJtmW,(l_si1;;0n 

frustration and to its 

Of the band' s woes and the1 

Mudie says: 

~p;gzyes it instant appeal. However, 

in Angola, t :s.e song did not receive 

,'lS~"-~r-tJ1bt::,:b,~i!J- u· - police it 1 d to immense 

nd Punka Khosa le ving South 

I managed to talk the company (WEA) into letting me sign this band and put 

this record together, but we had untold problems. The sleeve manufacturers 

refused to print the sleeve unless we gave them indemnity, because of the 

lyrics to the song "International News". EMI (one of two record pressing 

plants in the country at the time) were reluctant to press the album, as they had 

a problem with the lyrics._ We had to issue letters of indemnity to both those 
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parties. I took the record to radio and I remember that one or two brave people 

like Chris Prior did play a track off there, but I do recall never submitting a 

copy of the album to the SABC central library. You had to be very careful on 

radio in those days because everyone was so sensitive. There were agents of 

the system within the SABC, ready to alert the security police of anything 

vaguely revolutionary or anti-establishment . 

(Interview with Benjy Mudie 2000) 

Best he says of these historic r ease 

I wish these anL.~:·: ul 
igne - nything o her than 

est was a legend . ry album, not 

(Interview w.i h Benjy Mudie 2000) 

While the National Wake and Six of the Best albums have since been deleted and have 

not been re-issued, Mudie did re-release the albums of the next band he recorded on 

compact disc in 1994. Mudie signed the band Asylum Kids in 1981 to record the 

album Fight it with your Mind. As it was National Wake's 'politics' and their music 

that was 'raging against the state' (interview), that attracted Mudie's attention in the 

first place, it was probably these selfsame qualities in the music of The Asylum Kids 

that led to their signing with WEA. 
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Earlier in that year The Asylum Kids spent a thousand rands to record their single 

Schoolboy/Upside Down (1981) with the independent label Transistor6 (Anderson 

1981: 13 8). The Asylum Kids ' angry blend of new wave, punk and ska music is also 

evident in the subsequently recorded albums Fight it with your Mind ( 1981) and Solid 

Principles (1982). Fight it with your mind included the tracks "girl gone solo", ')ah 

make up", "feeling the spaces", "fight it with your mind" and Solid Principles 

contained the songs "No, No, No", "Middle of the night", "Time will show'', and "I 

see them laughing". While these tY!!1~P:QSttions and the band's competent 

their live performances which made 

icz describe thls aspect of the 

strong live 

ell timed. 

Watching an Asylum Kids o cert one felt the r volution was imminent, so 

inspiring was their music and personality. 

(Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 4) 

With the case of The Asylum Kids it was not the sheer youthful rebellion of 

undirected anger that was insurrectionary in their music, but the fact that guitar player 

and vocalist Robbie Robb held strong opinions on the apartheid state and exercised 

little restraint in expressing them in the presence of his audiences. Benjy Mudie' s 
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recollection of a specific performance in 1981 in Joubert Park, Johannesburg, bares 

testimony to this aspect of Robb' s character: 

At the time The Asylum Kids were probably the most overtly political band 

onstage. Robbie Robb was very outspoken, and he was harassed and arrested 

by the police many times. He would launch into these incredibly drunk and 

stoned monologues on stage. I remember the concert in Joubert Park where 

police tear-gassed a crowd of 3000 people while Robbie destroyed the stage. 

At the concert he shoute 

have appeared 'majestic' on ta 

from the police. We 

een a band with 

necessary. While the band might 

illgh to stand by; the courage of their 

convictions, their career was short-li-v d and their albu s---have since been deleted. 

In their heyday, the Asylum Kids often toured and played the same venues as the new 

wave band Peach, as Robbie Robb was singer Angie Peach' s lover. Steve Howells 

the drummer for The Asylum Kids was also Carol Wood-Greene's (Peach' s bassist) 

lover. Peach was signed by EMI and managed and produced by Roddy Quin, who 

enjoyed a parallel career with Benjy Mudie in the local music industry through the 

nineteen-eighties7 (Interview with Benjy Mudie 2000). 
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Alan Rosenberg founded the band Peach. He composed all their songs, played 

rhythm guitar in the band, and taught the four female members to play their musical 

instruments. (Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 98). When Peach was signed by EMI in 

1980 the band comprised of Angie Peach (vocals), Carol Wood-Greene (bass), Tini 

Borsis (lead guitar), Penny Borsis (drums) and Alan Rosenberg. The band recorded 

the singles "A lot of things" and ' 'Nightmare" which were included on their album On 

loan for evolution (1981). The band formed in 1977, began performing live in 1978, 

and finally disbanded in 1983. I 

success of 

their singles, was 

music, some of the new wa 

deals but were unable to sustain theif..J areers over many; ears. In her book Anderson 

( 1981 : 134) mentions the bands The Radio Rats, The Asylum Kids, Peach, Hogs 

Norton, Young Dumb and Violent, Wild Youth and Flash Harry, and describes a 

Battle of the Bands contest held at the Pam Brink stadium in 1979, in the mining town 

Springs. From the acts featured, Young dumb and Violent, a Johannesburg punk band 

in the mould of the British act Sham 69, and the Springs new wave band Hogs Norton 

never did manage to secure recording deals (Interview with Ernesto Marques 2000). 
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They are remembered largely through their live performances and Anderson' s 

inclusion of their histories in her book. 

Flash Harry, a Johannesburg band that also performed at this concert, went on to 

release the albums Going Straight (1981) and Take What you Can (1982), and 

enjoyed a more fruitful career, as their music was played on local radio stations 

(Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 40). Flash Harry was formed in 1978 and disbanded 

in 1983. On their Take What You Can album their line-uy included Keith Berel on 

guitar and lead vocals, Mark Bur 

Fred Knowles on drums. 

of pop, rock and reggae 

music of Bob Marley and Peter 

n -vocals, Dieter Epeling on bass and 

a e was a pleas nt unobtrusive hybrid 

u Can (1982) t e tracks "Going 

the reggae 

messages, 

This tendency towards a cynical reflection of the collective aspirations of 

contemporary society is also reflected in the music of the Cape Town new wave band, 

Lancaster Band. Their song "Modem Science" warns of a dehumanising future 

resulting from rapid technological advancement. Like Flash Harry, Lancaster Bands' 

music featured a mixture of rock, pop and reggae. In 1979 the band reached the finals 

of the SABC Battle of the Bands competition, and in 1981 EMI released the groups 

accomplished debut album Comic Strip Heroes. The Lancaster Band featured Simon 
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Cotton on vocals, Robin Lancaster on guitar, Garth Hichens on guitar, Howard 

Butcher on bass and Harty Lancaster on drums. Their debut album that was their sole 

contribution to South African music included the tracks ''Modern Science", "Just 

Can't Help Myself', "The Boys", "Comic Strip Heroes" and "The Kite" . Although 

Lancaster Band' s music was similar to that of Flash Harty, the precedent for this 

particular fusion of genres was the Australian band Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons on their 

album Screaming Targets (1979). However, it was the Australian band Men At Work 

that went on to enjoy international success with this particular fusion of musical 

styles. --
enues around the 

· so did not perform Fve and practised 

a form of music that resiste co 

hegemony of the apartheid state waS-a defining factor in heir music, and was their 

inheritance from the British punk movement, the band's musical influences were the 

European and American artists Can, Red Crayola, Pere Ubu, Henry Cow, Fred Frith, 

Derek Bailey, King Crimson and Brian Eno (Personal communication with Iqbal and 

Yunus Momoniat 1981). The band ' s attitude was punk rather than their music, and 

their brand of experimental rock was once referred to as 'avant-garde' . It can now be 

labelled alternative as its experimentation with atonal structures sets it apart from 

melodic pop and rock music. 
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The Prisoners Go Go Band comprised of Niel Goedhals (guitar), Yunus Momoniat 

(bass) and Iqbal Momoniat (drums). In 1981 brothers Iqbal and Yunus were students 

at the University of Witwatersrand, as was Goedhals who was studying Fine Arts. 

Yunus Momoniat had been purchasing second-hand recording equipment in previous 

years, and by 1981 had set up a recording studio in an office block in central 

Johannesburg (Personal communication with Yunus and Iqbal Momoniat 1981). In 

the very same year the band recorded, pressed, released and distributed their album 

Live at the Butchery with Special The track ''Multinational Co." is 

probably the clearest indicati 

attempt to have their alb 

Janse Van Rensb 

· -capitalist sta ce, and they made no 

that were designed to astound and s ck the listener, as 

' 'Unborn and Twisted", "Moonshide Bazaar", "We All Evaporate", "Bloodice" and 

"Special Guest Forgets to Water Himself' are some of the bizarre titles concocted by 

the band. The music to these titles is sometimes melodic and structured, but often 

includes random notes and discordant parts. 

This idea of disruption of standard musical structures was not confined to the music 

on the album. For the band members, possession of banned anti-apartheid literature 
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and records were considered acts of great subversion. This tendency reflects the 

band's ideas on the disturbance of conservative, conventional societal patterns that 

they shared with their circle of friends. Drummer Iqbal Momoniat once cited the case 

of an unnamed classical pianist featured on the album, who took great delight in 

walking through the streets of Johannesburg fully clothed under a long overcoat. 

Traditionally the exhibitionist in the long raincoat is naked as this allows for a quick 

and easy display of the body parts to be show-n to passers by on the pavements of the 

city street. To the pianist, being fully clothed under the raincoat was an inversion of 

kinkiness and sexual perversion (B 

1981). 

ll-length 

albums and the single "Mac · es 

featured Brian Armstrong on voe s-.-and guitar, Mike Ad ms and Alan Armstrong on 

guitar, and Terry Armstrong on bass. In 1981 the band replaced Mike Adams with a 

guitarist named Animal and they changed their name to Dog Detachment (Chilvers 

and Jasiukowicz 1994: 30). As Dog Detachment the group recorded and released the 

albums The Last Laugh (1983), Fathoms of Fire (1985) and Waiting (1985). The 

apocalypse, war and alien invasion served as subject matter for the band' s The Last 

Laugh album in the tracks "The Last Laugh", "War March of the Priests", 

"Moonrocker", "Straighjacket" , "Envoy from Planet Three" and "Civilised Zombie". 
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Although the bands image and music was closer to that of the British punk bands, the 

themes of Dog Detachment' s songs of war and desolation borrow heavily from heavy 

metal music of the nineteen-seventies. 9 

Similarly, the band that is arguably the most influential of the late nineteen-seventies 

acts, The Radio Rats, was also labelled a punk/new wave act but was influenced more 

by early nineteen-seventies blues/rock music. From their album Into the Night we 

Slide (1978) it was the second single "ZX-Dan", a song about an alien who loved 

earth's rock and roll music, whic 

industry and the lack of interest on · can audiences, the band 

occasions and hav ies (Interv· ew with 

punk, as punk was the music of wor · ng class British yo 

middle class household (Interview with Jonathan Handley 2000). Handley went on to 

contextualise his music by stating: 

My musical influences were blues. I played music that was a mixture of Rock 

and Roll and Blues, like John Cale and the Velvet Underground. I also had all 

the Stooges albums, and I used to listen to a lot of John Mayall 's music. That 
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first Radio Rats album was not punk, even though I know that a lot of people 

saw it as punk. 

(Interview with Jonathan Handley 2000) 

While Handley might choose not to refer to his music as punk, Maximum Rocknroll 

the author of "A History of Punk" on the Fast and Bulbous music webzine, 

(Rocknroll 1990) cites Handley' s inspiration The Velvet Underground and Iggy Pop 

and the Stooges as precursors to New York and London punk. Whether The Radio 

Rats music can be referred to as r post-punk-proto-punk is 

debatable. 

refers to is evi 'ent on the 

b Shelter Blues" and 

A, RPN, Gallo Tusk and Radium 

Wreckords. Radium is an indepenoe t label started by: midley that released the 

second Radio Rats album To the Watertower. After the group broke up, Handley also 

released The Popguns Home Address1Burning Road single ( 1980), The Insisters If 

that's what you want (1981), and The Chauffeur's Phone me if you 're lonely (1982) 

and Love motors (1983) on this label (Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 101, 58, 106). 

In the nineteen-eighties Handley released a fanzine called Palladium, and still 

continues to record music on the Radium label. At present he records diverse styles 

of music that include choirs, acapella groups, and rock music in his attempt at 
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'archiving in the wild north-west' (Klerksdorp) (Interview with Jonathan Handley 

2000). While Handley is keen to promote and preserve various forms of music at 

present, he was also instrumental in inspiring and assisting other acts in the late 

nineteen-seventies. A Springs bands whose history is inextricably linked to that of 

Handley and the Radio Rats is Corporal Punishment. Corporal Punishment' s first 

recording session in a professional studio in 1978 was made possible through the 

generosity of The Radio Rats. When the original line up of the Radio Rats with David 

Davies (vocals), Herbie Parkin (bass), Jonathan Handley (guitar) and Leonard 

Dickson (drums) were awarded a 

record a demo in an eight-tra 

Raubenheimer 20 

Damage", "Johnny's 

Corporal Punishment. 

o ·burg Records, they were asked to 

·mer (bass and guitar), 

recorded the tracWs "Brain 

At present guitarist and songwriter G rl Raubenheimer i ~unclear about Corporal 

Punishment's early history, but does recall that after they formed and rehearsed a 

programme in 1978, they played their first gig in a club called The Crypt in 

Johannesburg. The band then performed once in Potchefstroom and on numerous 

occasions in Johannesburg rather than their hometown, as audiences in Springs 

preferred disco music. When the band started out they played 'funky' music, but 

included harder edged 'more alternate stuff' in their programme, after hearing The 

Radio Rats (Interview with Carl Raubenheimer 2000). 
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In 1979 the band recorded "Victims Victim" and "Goddess" (which later became 

"Goddess of Depression") for Benjy Mudie' s Six of the Best sampler. In 1980 

Corporal Punishment had their recordings pressed on vinyl as a four song EP10 titled 

Fridays and Saturdays. Raubenheimer attempted to secure a recording contract with 

the established Johannesburg record companies using these recordings as a demon, 

but to no avail. In that year the band started to generate a reputation for itself on the 

live circuit but was ignored by the Johannesburg record companies and the SABC 

(Donaldson 1995). Corporal Pu : s 

there and they'd be 

maintained that that influene d us a lot. 

working class music. IC s a genre of it's own. 

a party going on 

It's 

(Interview with Carl Raubenheimer 2000) 

While the idiom into which the band's music can be slotted is problematic much has 

been said and written about the band's lyrics as social commentary. The songs 

"Darky" and "'Brain Damage" have had praise heaped upon them. In 'Wie is James 
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Phillips", an article about the band's late guitarist, Andrew Donaldson, a journalist 

and friend of Phillips writes: 

Among their single releases were Darky, a furious commentary on white 

paranoia, and Brain Damage, a scabrous attack on right-wing mining unionist 

Arrie Paulus, who had infamously referred to African miners as baboons. 

Folk singer Roger Lucey asserts t 

Punishment who, unlike You · 

statements about South 

(futerview with Roger 

academic and jour 

'authentic' South 

(Donaldson 2000 b) 

rics of these songs it was Corporal 

t and Wild Yo th, started making 

ere 

e values of 

· a equally impress a by their lyrics as 

she reproduces the words of "Brain amage" in her boo Music in the Mix: The Story 

of South African Popular Music (1981: 141 ). Carl Raubenheimer explained that the 

band did not deliberately decide to write socially conscious lyrics, but that they 

emerged as a natural reaction to the social context the band was born of: 

We were a bit of an anachronism in Springs. There was a lot of 

unemployment in the town. The white people in Springs were middle to lower 

class, and to put it quite bluntly they were doff (ignorant and uncaring). A 
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small group of people were trying to make sense of this stuff, the musicians 

and a few other people. We had to react against it because we weren' t a part 

of it. All the social commentary that emerged in those lyrics came from living 

in Springs. 

(Interview with Carl Raubenheimer 2000) 

When the band broke up in 1980 James Phillips moved to Grahamstown to study 

music at Rhodes University, Herbie Parkin an ex-Radio Rat who had joined Corporal 

Punishment went to Sweden, and ry Jansen died in a mining 

Helgaard. 

Although Corporal Punishrn nt ti · have serious 

repercussions for subsequent deve o ments in Johannesbuf music circles. Lloyd 

Ross, who had joined The Radio Rats as a guitarist in 1979 decided to form Shifty, an 

independent record company after witnessing the futile attempts of bands like 

National Wake and Corporal Punishment to secure recording contracts, and eke out a 

comfortable existence in the early eighties. Of Corporal Punishment and his decision 

to create Shifty Ross says: 
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They were middle class okes (young men) who were singing about this stuff 

that was very pertinent, and I found them to be vital. Also, they were singing 

about it in a way that wasn't aware of its self. It seemed like a genuine 

uninhibited and unpretentious statement of what was happening in the country 

at the time, from their point of view. I also realised that there was a whole lot 

of stuff ( other bands and styles of music) that wasn't being recorded. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

his way to Cape To 

ne Palladium by 

James Phillips (Anonymous c 1986'). Some of the Illegal 

on this cassette are "Johnny Cool", "Rock 'n Roll", "Willie Smit", "The Voice of 

Nooit" and ''Hou my Vas". While these songs were later released as a part of a 1995 

retrospective CD James Phillips. Made in South Africa, after Phillip's untimely death, 

Illegal Gathering was formed with the understanding that it was to be a short-lived 

project conducted during Phillip's December holiday from Rhodes University. 
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While at Rhodes University Phillips started a band that later became The Cheny 

Faced Lurchers with bassist Lee Edwards. In 1984, Edwards and Phillips recruited 

drummer Richard Frost in Johannesburg and secured a Friday night and Saturday 

afternoon rock and roll slot in a predominantly jazz venue, Jamesons (Donaldson 

1995). The Cherry Faced Lurchers' debut album Live at Jamesons was recorded at the 

club by the Lloyd Ross with the Shifty mobile studio in July 1985. This album 

included the tracks "Shot Down" , "Van", "That ' s my Shirt", "Positive", "R45 Perm", 

"D-Luxe", "Do the Lurch" and "Toasted Take Aways". From these songs "Do the 

Lurch" turned out to be an instant 

encouraged enthusiastic audie ce pa 

recording. 

popular nightclub, but the lyn~ 

superficial concerns of white South 

m.s1matip,..y('J,~J!r-ru*·l:\l~nsured that the music 

ck and pop 

other club 

· can youth durin° he social crisis that was 

apartheid (Interview with Carl Raubenheimer 2000). The song "Shot Down", 

however, can only be read in the context of the state emergency and the reality of 

township violence in the mid-nineteen eighties. 

It was this juxtaposition of accessible, instantly appealing rock music with lyrics that 

reflected a serious concern with the state of South African society in the songs "Shot 

Down" and "Do the Lurch", that attracted the patrons of Jamesons. From the 
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accounts of the Arts Editor of The Weekly Mail Shawn deWaal (Donaldson 1995), and 

those of Arts editor of The Star, Darryl Accone, the band proved to be immensely 

popular at Jamesons and was a contributing factor in turning the downtown venue into 

a haven for left-wing thought. Shawn de Waal writes: 

In the emergency years of the mid-1980's The Lurchers were the cornerstone 

of an alternative musical Renaissance that provided a voice and a sense of 

community for many, even as venues like Jamesons provided a virtual second 

home for many. --
din Donaldson 1995) 

by left-wing 

thought that 

loose social gathering field in ha you had peopJe-t ere who were 

ideologically at odds with each other, and in other circumstances wouldn't 

want to be speaking to one and other. It was crowd of broadly like-minded, 

anti-apartheid, anti-Nationalist Party people comprised of academics, writers, 

playwrights, performers and political activists. Security police spies tended to 

hang out there occasionally, but they were easily identifiable by the clothes 

they wore. 

(Interview with Darryl Accone 2000) 
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The very security police that Accone mentions served as inspiration for The Cherry 

Faced Lurcher's song "The Branch", which appeared on their Otherwhite Album 

(1986). The album also includes the tracks ''Barbed Wire", "Detainees" and 

"Warsong", and while it was recorded in 1986 it was only released in 1992 as Lloyd 

Ross and the band were not happy with the quality of the recording (Interview with 

Lloyd Ross 2000). 12 

While Philips had made a major c n 

African music history with C rporal · 

was his creation of the mysterious 

adopted the perso rlTI.i'o,e.=bgle titled ' ou my Vas 

e Voice of 

Afrikaans music, the Afrikaans language and the anti-conscription, anti-apartheid 

themes of his songs is documented in a study by Brendan Smit titled Afrikaans 

Alternative Popular Music, 1986-1990: An Analysis of the Music of Bernoldus 

Niemand and Johannes Kerkorrel (1992). 

With this record and the creation of his alter ego Niemand, Phillips inspired a genre of 

music that came to be known as Afrikaans punk and created a space within which acts 

like Johannes Kerkorrel and the Gereformeerde Blues Band, Rambo and the Rough 
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Riders, and Koos Kombuis could function. Writing on Phillips' 'multiple personae' 

shortly after his death in 1995, Darryl Accone says: 

Bemoldus Niemand became exactly that on the SABC - banned on the 

airways because of his satirical deconstruction of Afrikaner society. Nothing 

was going to threaten the National Party monolith and PW Botha, especially 

not a boy from Springs using the taal itself But Niemand did, paving the way 

for the Afrikaans music revolution. 

Although James Phillips' 

worked with Ross's pa-ttner in S 

title track of Kala fl 

-- (Accone 1995) 

· le Sony. In 1989 he sang on the 

ard against 

Gross National Product, was recorde in a bedroom an distributed on cassette. The 

Kalahari Surfers website credits this initial release as being 'inspired by the punk do

it-yourself ethic' (Sony 1999). 

The first album released by Kalahari Surfers in 1984 was Own Affairs. The album 

was recorded at the Shifty studios but was pressed in London by Recommended 

Records because ofEMI' s refusal to complete the pressing. At the time EMI was the 

only pressing plant in the country that manufactured records for the independent 
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companies and its refusal to press the album came at the insistence of a cutting 

engineer Pietman Potgieter who found the content of its lyrics offensive (Interview 

with Lloyd Ross 2000). 

The album title refers to the South African Government's attempts to market 

apartheid as 'separate yet equal' and the creation of the Bantustans, Ciskei, Venda, 

Bophuthatswana, Transkei, etc. This album includes the tracks "Independence Day", 

"Don't Dance", "Hippo 1" and '1-Iippo 2", ''Free State Fence", "Prayer for 

Civilisation" and "September". T -

Foreign Affairs ministe . 

website: 

album is experimental and fuses 

The lyrics of the 

of narratives by 

1th Pik Botha the iouth African 

ained on the Kala , ari Surfers 

The mixture of dub rhythms and hard punk socia ...comment made it a unique 

South African album, which pushed the barriers oflocal independent music. 

Musical styles ranged from the avant-garde to straight rock. 

(Sony 1999) 

The 'hard punk social comment' on the album ranges from the condemnation of the 

creation of the homelands on "Independence Day", to a scornful inclusion of the 

trivial concerns of a fun loving lifeguard on "Surfer". It was the blatant antagonism 
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towards the policies of the Nationalist Party on "Independence Day" and "Free State 

Fence" that led to this album being banned for possession and distribution. After 

completing this album Sony toured Holland, Germany, Switzerland, France, 

Luxembourg, Moscow, Leningrad, Riga, East Berlin and London, with a group of 

English musicians assembled to complete the project. Before leaving London Sony 

recorded the album Sleep Armed (1986), and in South Africa he recorded Bigger than 

Jesus (1989), which was also banned for possession and distribution because of the 

political content of its lyrics. This ban was later lifted after an appeal was lodged to 

the Directorate of Publications (S -

In 

e core of 

Carl Bekker (vocals, 

Stephanou, Sean Taylor and J n 

songs were rarely more than three minu es in length and t-he1r brand of music is a 

pared down form of rock with uncomplicated arrangements. Were this music to have 

been produced in the nineteen-nineties, it would have been referred to as ' skatecore 

punk' as it is a style of music with mass-market appeal in Europe and America. The 

Aeroplanes, however, have described their music as rooted in ' democratic, non

ethnicist, non-sexist, psuedo-punko-pinko-waspo eclecticism' and have quoted Cole 

Porter, Barry Manilow, Abba, T.S. Elliot and his second wife, Charles Fortune and 

Leon Schuster as their influences (Zerbst 1986). 
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Some of their influences are South African and this is evident in the tracks "National 

Madness", Living in Yeoville", "Zurich by the Goldmines", "South African Male" 

and "Hey Where' s The Jol". Although the bands' songs are filled with fun themes, 

the track ''National Madness" follows a ska/reggae rhythm and its lyrics broach the 

issue of an uncertain future for the apartheid South Africa of 1986. In this instance 

the bands' borrowing from British ska and reggae music is not confined to the style of 

music employed in the song's construction, but also in the political message of the 

lyrics. -
s songs refer 

of styles, the musi 

uniquely South 

who recorded the albums Goe a 

Shifty Records. On Goema the band--fuses 'a variety of us1cal styles from cabaret 

dinner music and traditional Cape Goema or ' 'Kaapse Klopse" to jazz, rock, funk and 

punk (Anonymous a 1986). 

From the Genuines first album the tracks "Goema", "Twentieth Floor" and ''Lets 

Walk" are a fusion of hard rock and punk, while the songs "Troubled Dreams", 

"Pictures of you" and "Shadow Lengthens" are a mixture of jazz and funk. On this 

album traditional 'Kaapse Klopse' is a strong feature of the songs "Struggle" and "Do 
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It Right". Most of these songs were composed by the bassist Gerald Mackenzie and 

while the band also featured Gerard O'Brien (guitar) and Hilton Schilder (keyboards) 

from Cape Town, their drummer Ian Herman was from Johannesburg. Herman is a 

drummer of note who had played with The Rockets, Isja, Wasamata and The Roger 

Lucey Band before joining the Genuines in April 1986 (Anonymous a 1986). The 

Genuines second album Mr Mac and The Genuines, featured Gerald's father Samuel 

Mackenzie on banjo and the music is 'pure goema' (Anonymous a 1986). This album 

features a mix of original compositions by Gerald Mackenzie and Hilton Schilder 

punk, the band Th 

however, the band's music 

discomfort with this label: 

- tie", "Beetle", "Moonbeams", 

. experimented with a 

The Kere s guitar 

I'm comfortable with any label. If people put labels on music it doesn't really 

annoy me. The only reason I got upset about them calling our music boere

punk, was that at that stage the attitude of punk was about breaking things 

down. Our attitude was that we were in the middle of the state of emergency, 

and that while the situation was very difficult, it was going to get better. Our 

attitude was one of building things up. 

(Interview with Gary Herselman 2000) 
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The Kerels debut album Ek Se was recorded and released by Shifty Records in 1988, 

while their second project Chrome Sweet Chrome was produced in 1994 by 

Herselman's own record company, Tic Tic Bang. The Ek Se album includes the 

tracks "Golden Days", "Bend Me Shape Me", "On The Lazer Beam", "Slang" and 

"Gringo Blue". Herselman, who composed all the tracks on the album except 

"Unexpectedly", explains that the lyrics of his songs are about remaining resilient and 

resolute during trying times (Interview with Gary Herselman 2000). 

school in Durban wh e 

came back to Johannesburg 

--

Crimple went ta 

from Durban where 'the Kerels' are the boere (police). 

When they 

(Interview with Gary Herselman 2000) 

Although The Kerels first album was an accomplished debut product it was produced 

with a small budget, as was the case with Kalahari Surfers, The Genuines, The Cherry 

Faced Lurchers, Corporal Punishment and Illegal Gathering (Interview with Lloyd 

Ross 2000). Like the other bands recorded by Shifty, The Kerels' music did not 
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receive airplay and the band played live in the few available venues that offered them 

gigs at the time. By the late nineteen-eighties a few venues did become available to 

these musicians. These included The Black Sun, The Chelsea, The Branch Office, 

and Club 58 in Johannesburg, The Grand Central in Pretoria, Funkies in Durban, and 

The Jam and Indaba in Cape Town. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

South African Punk, New Wave and Alternative Lyrics 

Popular music presented a business opportunity for local record companies and 

international music companies with subsidiary divisions in South Africa. As a result 

of the forms of censorship discussed in chapter three of this study, a record could 

either receive a radio ban or a ban prohibiting its sale at retail outlets. If its lyrics 

were found to be offensive by radio librarians, the music would not receive airplay, 

il.lOVersive, distribution of the record 

company marketin would 

outlets, and settle for no retu 

A superficial deduction from such a scenario could presume a lack of recorded 

material with contentious themes that openly criticised the apartheid state as recording 

companies would have feared reprisals in the form of radio bans, or banning for 

possession and distribution. Furthermore, one could also assume that only 

independent record companies would support artists recording political themes that 

antagonised the ruling government, as they would be more concerned with artistic 

integrity than commercial success. However, the character of the local music industry 
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was more complex and such a reading of it would be simplistic. While there were 

numerous instances in which the independent company Shifty Records had released 

songs whose subject matter was declared unfavourable by the radio stations and the 

censors, there were also instances in which the international company WEA recorded 

songs by local bands that were overtly political. Furthermore, judging a musician's 

political sentiment solely from the lyrics of songs released on vinyl would be 

inaccurate as the largely immeasurable phenomenon of self-censorship abounded in 

the apartheid years. Dave Marks, a director of Third Ear Music, a company that has 

(Interview with Dave 

political songs, he had n 

(1981) and Take What You 

the nineteen-sixties insists that 

s nd that if they id write politically 

their albums. 

While the extent of this practise of self-censorship is nebulous, perhaps musical style 

and vocal delivery are other ways in which insurrection and discontent can be gauged 

in popular music. As punk is an angry form of music it seems that the earliest local 

punk bands adopted this style of music for specific reasons. It seems obvious from 

the recordings of the punk band Wild Youth that they were angry but it is difficult to 

ascertain whether they were angry with the apartheid government, the general 

conservatism of South African society in the nineteen-seventies, or the fact that they 
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lived in a third world backwater that was deliberately excluded from meaningful 

cultural engagement with the first world. Nonetheless what is evident from these 

recordings is that in much the same way that British punk was a reaction to the 

established mainstream music of the mid-nineteen seventies, South African punk also 

represented a departure from the radio-friendly rock lyrics and music of commercially 

successful local bands. 

A comparison of South Africa's first independently produced punk single, Wild 

Youths' 'Wot 'bout Me 1'Radio Yo . he music of popular commercial 

represented in a 

"Hullo and Welco · er Love", "Within 

Aware". Of the ten songs on 

I 
In his book The 'olitics ~f 

'covered teenage love, feelings an "'-g od times' and sang,.aoout 'cars, cruising, racing, 

teenage girls, early romances, backseat love, teenage fantasies' and even 'walking 

down the street'. In such songs, as is the case with Rabbitt's song ' 'Within these 

Words", there is no desire to invert or subvert a dominant ideology in its messages 

and the lyrics are not insurrectionary. Instead the song is formulaic in that it imitates 

the American precedent outlined by Orman (54), and its theme oflove should be read 

in the context of the bands' projection of the 'boy next door image' as opposed to that 
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of the teenage rebel. The lyrics to the first two verses of the song "Within these 

Words" reveal this: 

I heard your voice again 

It made me know you care 

Your softly spoken words oflove we can share 

Love you when you' re near me 

Love you when you're far 

Your love is in my h 

(Within these w , rds) 

--

, gest a pattern often found in radio-

friendly love songs that m 

those of the Clash's championing of the cause of the thi ,cl world guerrilla, their 

meaning should also be read in terms of the vocal delivery, On this track singer 

Duncan Faure's boyish voice and the care taken in a melodic rendition of its lyrics are 

also defining features in determining meaning, Were the very same words and 

melody line delivered by Dave Vanian of the British punk band The Damned, his 

deep voice and sombre vocal style would have inverted the meaning of this song, A 

good example of this is the Damned's cover version of Barry Ryan's song "Eloise" 

(1986) in which a classic love song becomes a punk song purely through the bands 
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image and the tone of the singer's voice. Similarly when Sid Vicious of The Sex 

Pistols sings Frank Sinatra's song "My Way" he transforms this standard into a punk 

song, loaded with insurrectionary meanings unintended by the songwriter. 

If Johnny Teen of the local punk band Wild Youth had covered ''Within these 

Words", his angry vocals would have been a determining factor in this song being 

read as a punk song. A clear example of this possibility of the inversion of meaning 

in a rock song are the lyrics of the first two verses of Wild Youth's "'Wot ' bout Me", 

which might also be read as a lov 

Hendrix, Eric Clapton 

have suggested that it be int 

y Rotten, Si Vicious and Joe 

esley, David owie, Jimmy 

ociety. Were ti first two 

mitt, the sweet tone f his voice could 

curiosity in popular music in whiclh . which messages tha are conventionally 

construed as untoward are stripped of all 'depravity', is the Byrds' cover of the Bob 

Dylan song "Mr Tambourine Man" from the nineteen -sixties. Here all subversive 

references are stripped away by the pleasant-sounding instrumentation and lyrical 

vocal style. In the Byrds' rendition the tambourine man is a musician, while in Bob 

Dylan's original the intended reference is to a drug peddler (Green 1999: 421). 
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Similarly, were the first two verses of "'Wot 'bout Me" to be sung in a different style, 

the meanings emanating from the lyrics would change drastically. Be this as it may, 

the song lyric does contain two references that belong to the vocabulary of punk, and 

possibly nineteen-seventies heavy metal rather than mainstream pop or bubblegum 

songs. The references inherited from British punk lyric writing belong to the last 

verse of the song, in which Teen lists 'sex' and 'death' as things he would rather talk 

about. Such references are rare, if not non-existent in mainstream South African rock 

music, and did not form a part of Rabbitt' s repertoire oflyrics. In a vocal style filled 

with tension and anger, Teen si 

Wot 'bout me, 

Me and y,(}u.-~----41----.ifi!-!~-H-..... ~ 

Me and sex 

ild Youth 1978) 

In this song therefore, it is the tone of the vocal delivery, the distorted guitars, the 

frenetic drum patterns and specific references in the lyrics that combine to convey 

meaning. In this instance anger and frustration are actively communicated through 

this collaboration. This is the case with all rock songs as meaning is defined and 

complemented by numerous features in the song as well as the context in which it is 

received. In the rock song, the tone of the amplified guitars, the delay, echo and 

reverb effects on the vocal track, and the tautness of the settings on the drum kit are 
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all essential features that contribute to describing the character of the music, and 

hence the lyrics. However, investigation of such correspondences are secondary in 

this study as its focus lies in finding specific references in the content of the lyrics that 

are unique to the vocabulary of punk, and South African new wave and alternative 

music. 

Specific references from British punk similar to those evident in Wild Youth's song 

'Wot 'bout Me, are also found in the lyrics of the South African punk band Leopard. 

In the same way that Wild Youth's _ arks a significant shift away from 

emale punk ac Leopard represent a 

e. Inspired by he international 

These 

compositions the band defen nderestimate them, 

categorise them and label them 'bitche '. The second v rse of"Boys and Bitches" 

describes a young man' s rejection by the woman he desires and his false description 

of what had transpired between them to his friends : 

He got the shits, then walked out of the room 

Said he'd get a better response from a broom 

But his friends were told a different story 

Those bitches were looking at me 
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He was a loverboy he was a loverboy. 

(''Boys and Bitches" WEA Records 1979) 

A significant feature of the lyrics to this song is the use of the expletives 'bitch' and 

'shit'. Such utterances usually would have been absent in recorded music in South 

Africa, but in this instance was probably inherited as a part of the fashionable 

vocabulary of punk. While the profanity on the Leopard songs might have been new 

to South African music, British audiences were first confronted with this phenomenon 

three years earlier, and on various 

ensued lead to the ban 

with a forty thous d 

of the song "E.M.I." 

In much the same way that t 

1997: 114) would have served as a r cedent for Leo 

'bitch' and 'shits' in ''Boys and Bitches", the Sex Pistols song "E.M.I." could have 

influenced Wild Youth to write and record the song "Record Companies". The 

similarity in vocal style, music and the content of The Sex Pistols' song and Durban 

band Wild Youth's composition "Record Companies" is remarkable. In this song 

Wild Youth are critical of all record companies. The second verse of "Record 

Companies" reads: 
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All the splashed on record covers 

Mass produced by the record company 

All the cheap record releases 

Ripping us off to make a lot of money 

("Record Companies" WEA Records 1979) 

In a similar vein The Sex Pistols precedent "E.M.I" offers a scathing attack on the 

company that disowned the band and slates record companies for their regard of 

o h songs the bands portray 

or you wo 

Who? E.M.I 

Like E.M.I. 

("E.MJ:''' Virgin Records 1977) 

While pastiche and parody are now applauded, at the time of its release ''Record 

Companies" would have been regarded as derivative, imitative and inferior to its 

British predecessor "E.M.I." For many years this was the stigma attached to South 

African music. It was commonly believed that South African musicians sought to 

emulate British and American artists and were incapable of creating original stage 

acts, stage costumes and styles of music. In the case of Natal and the city of Durban, 
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various sources have noted a strong British influence. In her study From Rock 'n Roll 

to Hard Core Punk: An Introduction to Rock Music in Durban. 1963-1985 (1995: 

100), Lindy Van der Meulen explains this 'obsession with British trends' as an 

attempt on the part of young white residents of Natal to identify with English culture: 

It could be ventured that the lack of a distinctive local identity was a 

consequence of the isolation young people in Durban felt. It should be 

remembered that Natalians voted against the republicanisation of South Africa 

in the 1960 referendum. 

Music journalist Richa d Pithouse c 

phenomenon: 

I think it' s always been like h there in South Afi-i a. In the seventies people 

used to present Durban as the last British outpost with Union Jack bumper 

stickers on their cars. Here working class, alternative, English culture, has 

been followed by the middle class. When I went to England in 1993, I was 

shocked that people who dressed like alternative people here lived on the 

street and drank Tenants Lager and had no teeth, whereas here they were 

studying for masters degrees in classical civilisation. It was quite strange. 
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The style of the subculture you see at The Rift (a now defunct popular night 

club in Durban) is hardcore working class style in Britain. 

(Interview with Richard Pithouse 2000) 

From the explanations provided by Van der Meulen and Pithouse, it is understandable 

why the antecedents for local punk music, fashion and lyrics were clearly evident in 

the British bands, and numerous similarities and correspondences can be cited to 

support these observations. The local punk band Dog Detachment dressed in 

camouflage combat outfits like th 

The new wave ba 

e British singer Joe ackson and used 

The Gents (1982) 

while there is no ska music on the reeo d. In the song ' -rghtmare" the band Peach 

refers to television as a ' six channel sabotage' when South African viewing was 

confined to two state controlled channels that only broadcasted programmes in the 

evenings. While these local bands were desperately trying to recreate the British punk 

circumstance, as they understood it, it seems that their aspirations were toward a 

reality that was not South African. They imitated the sounds and the image of the 

foreign precedents and their lyrics too reflect no desire to record a South African 

experience. Although their recordings are of a high calibre, no attempt was made to 
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forge a style of music or lyric writing that could be regarded as uniquely South 

African. 

While this might seem like a harsh indictment of the music of these bands, in some 

instances their importation of a foreign style of music and imitation of the image of 

British bands can be seen in a positive light. Their recording of a style of music with 

anarchist, non-sexist, anti-racist and anti-homophobic associations reflects their 

attitudes to the social context in which they lived. Folk singer Roger Lucey is less 

accommodating of the music oft 

Wild Youth. Lucey believes 

other hand, believ 

I don't think it 
. . . 

r smgmgm a 

its inferior to that. 

incredibly exciting about that anger and that energy because it was a 

Calvinistic, oppressive, repressive, totalitarian society that they were living in. 

With the libido and energy evident on this track I think they chose an 

appropriate form of music to vent their frustrations. I think it would be wrong 

to say that Wild Youth challenged apartheid, but to dismiss them would also 

be wrong. 

(Interview with Richard Pithouse 2000) 
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Though Wild Youth's insurrectionary message should not be read as a challenge to 

the hegemony of the apartheid state, a punk/new wave band that formed in the early 

nineteen-eighties that did 'challenge apartheid' is The Asylum Kids. While their 

producer Benjy Mudie sees the influence of the international bands The Sex Pistols, 

Black Flag, MC5 and Iggy Pop and the Stooges in their music, he believes that they 

situated their writing in a South African reality and were the 'most revolutionary and 

politicised' local band (Interview with Benjy Mudie 2000). Dave Marks of Third Ear 

Music who was the sound engine 

assertion in his description of 

says: 

~ :~,sylum Kids' gigs supports this 

guitarist. Marks 

Curiously while the tension and the n°er evident in the 

Asylum Kids is a strong indication of their political sentiments, their lyrics are open

ended and allow for different meanings to emerge. Their 1981 single "Schoolboy", 

was written a year after the 1980 school boycotts that affected most black schools in 

the country. The lyrics to this track describe a discontented, maladjusted schoolboy 

who could easily belong to an American or British social context. With the song 

'1Jpside Down" which is on the flip side of this single, the lyrics could be read as an 

attempt to reflect a South African scenario. In the lyrics the songwriters vaguely 
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describe a system, an enemy, or an opposing force that needs to be overthrown, but 

never clarify what that entity is. Similarly with the title track of the bands album 

Fight it with your Mind (1981) ' it' , 'formlessness', mistake' and 'irrationality' remain 

undefined: 

Fight it with your mind, (I know its coming back again) 

Fight it with your mind, (It's bound to come back again) 

Seize it in the darkness to mistake 

You don't really know w · 

Although feelings of 

against whom such feeli 

described as 'anti-establis 

can be sensed in the lyrics of 

· n from the songs a one exactly 

, in retrospect t ey could be 

variously read as critical of the state, onservative Sout Mrican society, or the 

capitalist system. It is possible that they are an attack on all institutions designed to 

repress and control youthful desire and ambition. It is also possible that the 

songwriters' rebelliousness marks a reaction to a sense of restriction and oppression 

from various quarters. 

Similarly the lyrics of the Prisoners Go Go Band can also be construed as 'anti

establishment' in that the band' s work was different from music generally played on 
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radio stations, and the formulation of the lyrics on the album Live at the Butche,y with 

Special Guests on Fire (1981) often reflected characteristics found in the band's 

music. The band was experimenting with atonal forms and fractured structures. Their 

lyrics are wilfully distorted and sometimes backward masked. 1 On the track "The 

South Africans" Yunus Momoniat deliberately recorded the vocal track with the tape 

running backwards, making it impossible to hear the lyric he is singing. Although the 

song "Air Raid Shelter" is closer to a standard rock format it is also difficult to 

determine exactly what guitarist Niel Goedhals is singing in the verses. 

from a reading of the lyncs and m , ic. 

regarded as a counter hegem ni · viously political 

lyrics of bands discussed later in this c apter is open to e ate. However, what can be 

determined from the music and the lyrics of this band is that were they produced in a 

different social, geographical and historical context, other meanings would start to 

emerge from them. 

The meanings elicited from The Asylum Kids' and the Prisoners Go Go Band' s lyrics 

could change when read in different contexts. There are also examples of song lyrics 

in which the socio-political context in which they were created indicate that they 
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should be read a certain way, while the songwriters did not deliberately intend such 

meanings to emerge. In the case of the Radio Rats ' song ' 'Law and Order" the song 

lyrics convey feelings of anger, frustration and resentment with deep-seated paranoia 

and mistrust. In this song, the lyricist Jonathan Handley conceived a vaguely defined 

'big brother' type figure or organisation that becomes the object of ridicule and 

loathing. 

The song ''Law and Order" was written on 1 May 1978, two years after the nineteen 

. the death in detention of black 

34). Read in he context of a country 

farcical trial in which Steve Biko's 

justice minister Jimmy 

lame with 

ept responsibility for ,he death (Welsh 

2000: 476). 

Why did you drag me down so far? 

Why did you show me who you really are? 

Why did you pickle my head in a poison jar? 

Why did you trap my body in your smashed car? 

Yes you took me under your rubber wing 

You took me down in your submarine 
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You tool me to your breast and I fell asleep 

You exposed me to the monsters of your deep 

("Law and Order" Jo 'burg Records 1978) 

The 'poison jar' could be interpreted as an allusion to unjust apartheid laws, 'smashed 

car' a reference to the disastrous apartheid social system, and 'the monsters of your 

deep ' as the consequences of the government' s unjust policies. However, such 

meanings were not intended to emerge from a reading of this song. In an interview 

songwriter Jonathan Handley ex 

meanings had emerged m the sang that t -unconsciously: -

an Handley 2000) 

While the lyrics to "Law and Order" could possibly be an unconscious criticism of the 

state of affairs in the country at the time, the songs of Corporal Punishment, a band 

from Springs whose history is inextricably linked to that of the Radio Rats, were 

deliberate attempts at social commentary. In the late nineteen-seventies the band was 

performing the songs "Darky" and "Brain Damage" in and around Johannesburg. The 

song "Darky" is about white fear of black people created through stereotyping and 

vilification of the indigenous peoples of South Africa by the settler culture: 
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You've tangled up the place with petty laws 

You can ban the means but you can't ban the cause 

Shaya wena up against the wall 

Six to one it won't be fun at all 

Darky is gonna get you in his sights 

Darky is gonna get you any night 

In this song meaning is obvi us. T 

include the Pass Laws, 1:lie Mixed 

context, namely, 

application. 

Similarly the band's song' 

("Darky" Shifty Records 1986) 

--
efers to would 

the Immoralit Act, and the use 

gh this 

compares a comfortable white subu -b n existence wit the experiences of the black 

working class in South Africa. In this lyric the band parodies the lifestyle of a young 

white blue-collar worker who takes great delight in his position of superiority over 

black workers under his supervision. A specific reference to Arrie Paulus the head of 

a white mine workers union who once referred to African miners as baboons, is also 

included in this song (Interview with Carl Raubenheimer 2000). 
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In "Brain Damage" the band refers to job reservation for white South Africans 

regardless of their abilities in, 'he' s so secure, he's so divine, company car, company 

wine' . As is the case in "Darky", the racist reference 'kaffir' is also used with a sense 

of irony to illustrate the intense racism inherent in South African society. The first 

verse of"Brain Damage" reads: 

He' s got a Cortina and a Granada 

He built them himself with the help of his father 

--

y Records 1986) 

With both these songs the band ofThr d criticisms of th racist attitudes rife in the 

community in which they lived and they condemned the apartheid laws that 

institutionalised exploitation and subjugation. While many negative responses might 

have been expected from the white community, these songs were unknown to the 

general mass of the South African public. ' 'Darky" and "Brain Damage" were 

recorded and pressed onto vinyl by the band and sold only at Corporal Punishment 

gigs. These songs were never played on the radio stations and songwriter Karl 

Raubenheimer had no success in securing a recording contract with the Johannesburg 
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music companies with these pressings. In an interview, Raubenheimer explained that 

when the band performed these songs, their audiences often did not hear the words 

and sometimes the irony in these lyrics were misread as racism: 

I heard much later on that people thought that we were racist - you know by 

the bye - in a conversation about white people being overly sensitive. The 

line in 'Darley" that reads 'people standing up on the box and looking cheesy' 

was about white people getting up on television and saying that 'Darley is 

These songs offered 

track "A South African in P · s' 

the Information Department, Esche 

was bad, and I actually think that a 

that 'Darley''--did become a bit of an 

th Karl Raubenlieimer 2000) 

0litical song for that . ampler. On the 

· sing about the xiled secretary of 

Recorde . · n 1979 this song is possibly 

the earliest example of a local new wave song that broached a political issue being 

recorded in a professional studio. In this instance it was recorded through the efforts 

of producer Benjy Mudie for the local division of the international record label WEA 

The Information Scandal concerned the use of secret government funds to purchase 

local English newspapers to articulate the National Party line and foist biased 

information on an unsuspecting public. While the National Party ministers involved 
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in this contravention of the Archives Act were exonerated from blame, Eschel 

Rhoodie became their scapegoat and was sentenced to twelve years imprisonment in 

1979 (Davenport 1988: 436). The song "A South African in Paris" is a cynical 

observation ofRhoodie's absconding to Paris and his forfeiture of the money he had 

squandered and it was guitar player Steve Moni's next band that was to offer intense 

social commentary. When Moni formed National Wake the band's second guitarist 

Ivan Kadey composed the song "International News" for an album of the same title. 

album. In this song th 

conceal atrocities o 

1990 (1992): 

It was 1981, and the count 

- ~-contained song lyrics with 

ican situation The lyrics of the 

t e lyric sheet p ovided with the 

· can government', tendency to 

ef:ense::£-rce within South African 

as in turmoil wit anarchy in the townships, 

boycotts, political isolation and cross-border raids, all of which equalled 

international headlines. The state of the nation was reflected in the music of 

National Wake, whose unique sound blended reggae, ska and punk with hard

hitting social commentary. 

(Webster 1992) 
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The lyrics to this song are a direct, unchecked criticism of the government and a 

description of the socio-political crisis facing the South African populace at the time. 

In this song, the lyricist is scathing in his attack of censorship, which is referred to as 

a 'blanket' and openly condemns the state's stranglehold on the medias ofreportage 

on the Soweto and Angola crises. The first and fourth verses broach the subject 

directly: 

They pull a blanket over Soweto 

They send d'tl, ~ 1'-FA 

They send th 

As Ivan Kadey the composer of this song was a founder member of the independent 

music company Shifty Records and because of its political relevance this song was 

later included on a Shifty compilation A Naartjie in our Sosatie ( 1985) four years 

after the band had broken up. Corporal Punishment' s song "Darky" also featured on 

this album years after it disbanded. Surprisingly the album International Ne:ws ( 1981) 

was aired regularly on British disc jockey John Peel's BBC radio show after National 

Wake had disbanded (Chilvers and Jasiukowicz 1994: 91). 
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The songs "International News", "Brain Damage", ''Darky" and "A South African in 

Paris" can be regarded as antecedents to the overtly political lyrics of the bands 

recorded by Shifty Records in the nineteen-eighties. As the mantle of the political 

song had shifted to the Shifty bands, those artists who chose to record punk, new 

wave or alternative rock music with the established international record companies in 

the nineteen-eighties generally favoured apolitical themes for their lyrics. The rock 

groups Ella Mental, The Spectres, The Insisters, The Believers and The Psycho 

Reptiles recorded songs in a ge e at-evoIY< d om the punk and new wave music of 

the late nineteen-seventies b 

nd The 

n piece about a creature from 

These songs reflect a worldwide tre 

the music of these bands was derivative in their emulation of overseas precedents and 

their message was apolitical and their lyrics simplistic, these recordings do serve as a 

measure of their aspirations toward a reality that existed in the continent of their 

cultural origins, rather than their colonial country of birth. Corporal Punishment, The 

Safari Suits and National Wake on the other hand were grappling with the idea of 

reflecting the crisis and tensions facing the local community in their lyrics. The latter 

inherited punk and new wave as a genre loaded with political implications and applied 
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its insurrectionary connotations to the unique socio-historical location of an apartheid 

South Africa. These bands' inherited punk as a British phenomenon but effectively 

applied it to the specific circumstance of their own situation. 

As Ivan Kadey of National Wake was a founding partner in the independent company 

Shifty Records, he could have transmitted this idea of the popular song as a vehicle 

for social commentary and political opinion to the bands that recorded with the 

company in the nineteen-eighties. The words to the music recorded by the Shifty 

bands Kalahari Surfers, The Che 

disenfranchised South Africans 

,rics, these ands firmly 

bands, their lyrics tend to be an unmis akable attack oat every specific features of 

the apartheid system and offer commentary on historical developments in the 

nineteen-eighties. The Kerel ' s "Bend Me Shape Me" (1988), The Cherry Faced 

Lurchers "Shot Down" (I 985), The Genuines "We've Got To Do It Right" (1987) and 

Kalahari Surfers "Independence Day" (1984) are typical examples of this 

phenomenon. 
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The Kalahari Surfers album "Olvn Affairs" (1984) offers commentary and strong 

opinions on the artificially created homelands and the contradictions that emerged 

with the establishment of the widely criticised bureaucracies set up to manage them. 

The irony of a system marketed as 'separate yet equal' in which nine million black 

people were living below the subsistence level in homelands (Welsh 2000: 482) is 

explored through the lyrics of the songs on this album. 

The song "Independence Day" describes a situation that is peculiarly South African in 

curious South Africans 

travel over the borders. 

tlresses the installation of South 

tions the palati 1 homes built for 

omeland populatio s lived in 

y were banned in outh Africa 

informing this pr ctise was that 

help these homelands boost their eco- omies. The iron of encouraging the 

establishment of institutions deemed immoral for South Africans, and beneficial for 

the homelands is treated in lyrics that reflect a tone of bemusement and disgust. This 

is articulated in a chorus that is repeated in sing-a-long, nursery rhyme-type melody. 

By including a type of melody favoured in the composition of songs for children Sony 

illustrates the absurdity of a grave situation and lampoons the activities of the 

government. In a tone that mocks the apartheid regime Sony sings the lines: 
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Donkey meat cooks with the 'Sun City ' pose 

It stinks so bad the world holds its nose. 

("Independence Day" Shifty Records 1984) 

In this song Sony uses the technique of appropriation and intersperses his own lyrics 

with excerpts from a recorded radio interview with the then foreign minister Roelof 

'Pik' Botha, and the Independence Day speech of the Venda president Chief 

Mphephu. With the inclusion of this interview and speech in a rock song, these 

-a song. In Botha' s interview as a 

There will be n As far as I'm concerned it won't 

different countries 

("Independence Day" Shifty Records 1984) 

When confronted with the issue of finding employment for the millions of African 

people forcibly uprooted to create populations for the homelands, Botha responds in a 

voice containing much frustration with his interviewer's difficulty in comprehending 

the efficacy of the proposed plan. Botha blatantly distorts the facts and offers 

comments in which he presumes to be knowledgeable of the preferences of the 
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African majority. It is also obvious from this account that he is completely unaware 

of the racism inherent in his comments on the ' soul' of the 'black man' : 

They can come and work here - I can go and work in Germany -as people 

travel to different parts of the world. You'll be surprised at how many blacks 

prefer migrancy - prefer this kind of work. You should know to know the soul 

of the black man. 

("Independence Day" Shifty Records 1984) 

f segregation might 

years of the releas 

untenable, and these ndependen 

Bantustans was the inspiration for e Kalahari Surfers' aU5um Own Affairs (1984), 

other less tactful and more brutal apartheid institutions and policies prompted further 

creative output from the songwriters of the Shifty bands. The Civil Co-operation 

Bureau (CCB) and the National Intelligence Services were essential aspects of the 

apartheid state. They maintained ' order' using ' 'Dirty Tricks" operations that 

included petty harassment, physical violence and assassination (Mc \Vhirter, Oakes 

and Steyn 1996: 192, 194). While the Bureau for State Security (the predecessor to 

the National Intelligence Service) and their activities had been a feature of South 
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African society from 1969, the CCB was formed in the mid-nineteen eighties. The 

extent of the atrocities committed by the personnel of these organisations only started 

to emerge with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings instituted by the 

ANC after the 1994 elections. However, the midnight raids and arrests, detentions 

without trial, torture in detention, mysterious deaths and suicides in detention and the 

spying techniques of the special police were known to many South Africans. The 

Cherry Faced Lurchers song "The Branch" (1986), Joe Azania and The Chameleons' 

"Spies" (1985), and The Kerels' "Bend Me Shape Me" (1989) address the existence 

moustache, ands 

repressive ruling regime, w · 

song reads: 

Who are you calling? 

At four in the morning 

I know Big Brother don't mind 

I know the devil he don' t mind 

He don't mind 
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'suit, 

. e CIA'. In this song the 

chorus he equat s the state to 

:S 'the devil'. ::he chorus of this 

("The Branch" Shifty Records 1986) 



While Phillips openly condemns the security branch and explains the consequences of 

their actions in an even-tempered fashion, in the song 'Spies' (1985) Shifty Records 

partners Ivan Kadey and Lloyd Ross, recording as Joe Azania and the Chameleons 

inject humour into a serious subject. The tone of the vocal delivery effectively 

conveys the paranoia of someone being spied on, and the witty lyrics mock the special 

police who would sometimes go to extraordinary lengths to arrest people for petty 

apartheid crimes. At times politicised students would be arrested for the possession of 

marijuana, and on other occasion 

lovers in interracial relations 

("Spies" Shifty Records 1985) 

While the songs "Spies" and "The Branch" discuss the spying, photographing and 

gathering of information of the security police, The Kerels' "Bend Me Shape Me" 

(1988) and The Cherry Faced Lurchers "Detainees" (1986) address the subject of 

detention and torture. In "Bend Me Shape Me" songwriter Gary Herselman provides 
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a chilling and graphic account of the activities of police interrogators extracting 

information from suspects. While some policemen have demonstrated the gruesome 

methods they used to torture prisoners for the TRC and the media in recent times, 

these lyrics effectively convey the horror of the experiences of detainees. The fourth 

verse of the song provides a sombre description of some of the techniques used by the 

torturers in which they removed teeth, inserted pins under fingernails and suffocated 

their victims by placing wet cloth bags over their heads. Herselman sings: 

You're pulling out teeth 

And lifting up nails 

--

In an interview Gary Herselman commented on the subject matter for this song, in 

which he took the title from a song by the nineteen-sixties band American Breed and 

transformed its meaning with this application: 

'13end Me Shape Me is about ous (people) who were vanishing at that time -

going into detention, getting moerred ( assaulted) and fucked up (being 

traumatised by the experience), but the pluck (courage) is there. 

(Interview with Gary Herselman 2000) 
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While the lyrics to ''Detainees" (1986) and ''Bend Me Shape Me" (1988) deal with the 

plight of political prisoners in detention, a host of Shifty songs broach issues arising 

as repercussions of the National Party's 'Total Strategy' doctrine of 1978. With this 

policy the government sought to ensure articulation of foreign policy, military 

operations, and domestic administration to maintain social and political stability in the 

country (Welsh 2000: 479). While the activities of the NIA and CCB were related to 

this programme, the implications of this strategy that arguably met with the most 

vigorous resistance from white S 

this draining of contributors to t 

practise in the foll~nfflrtt1 

Shifty label, the expe iences of y 

Conscription Campaign (E 

as a continuation of compulsory 

f the age for reserve military service 

The ECC album Forces Favourites (1985) featured the artists Mapantsula, The 

Aeroplanes, Stan James, The Facts, The Cherry Faced Lurchers, The Kalahari Surfers, 

The Softies, In Simple English, Nude Red, Roger Lucey and Jennifer Fergusson. This 

album was released in 1985, the very same year that Shifty Records released the 

compilation album A Naartjie in Our Sosatie 3(Anarchy in our Society) featuring the 

artists Timothy, National Wake, Stan James, Corporal Punishment, Sankamota, Roger 

Lucey, Joe Azania and the Chameleons, Desert Moves, Bernoldus Niemand and 
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Kalahari Surfers. Both these albums were released in the midst of a tumultuous socio

political crisis and while the bands featured included folk artists, rock musicians, 

alternative rock bands and jazz players, the common thread that runs through both 

albums is that the lyrics of the songs deal with a host of social and political issues 

affecting South African society at the time. 

In September 1984, the year prior to the release of Forces Favourites and A Naartjie 

in Our Sosatie fourteen civilians were killed in various townships as inhabitants 

embarked on protest action after 

June 1986 a state 

after two years of to 

South Afiican Defence 

was deemed ineffective. 

In 

· o various townshiP, as civil policing 

had been a fea , re of township life 

in the past what this practise mean f1 r residents was tha police ' sjamboks and 

shotguns were replaced by high-velocity bullets and machine-guns' . (Welsh 2000: 

490) 

The liner notes for Forces Favourites (1985) include a message from the ECC, and 

notes from the bands and artists condemning the military presence and its brutal 

practices in the townships. The tension of living in a highly explosive period in South 

African history can be sensed in the lyrics of the songs of this album. The 
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confrontation of the armed forces with the militant township youth is addressed in the 

Cherry Faced Lurchers song "Shot Down in the Streets" (1985) and The Aeroplanes 

''National Madness" (1985). 

In these songs the songwriters address a multiplicity of tensions and frustrations 

facing all South Africans, including those who choose to ignore the reality of the 

township violence. In the lyrics both writers allude to the violence, but their 

condemnation of the SADF activities is stated in a way that never ignores their 

privileged positions as white Sou ~ ·!,J' .. -~ational Madness" the phrases 

madness natlo al genocide' express 

is dying, no son is 

In retrospect the song se 

could foretell the future. 

National Madness, a beast stalks the land 

All our defences they crumble to sand 

National Madness, national suicide 

The old king is dying no son is at hand 

Angel of mercy shine down on me 

National Madness is swallowing me. 

. With the lyric ' the old king 

- simple solution lay in 

ong addresses thi. issue with 

(''National Madness" Shifty Records 1985) 
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In "Shot Down in the Streets" (1985) a similar sense of despair and hopelessness is 

communicated effectively. In the first verse this sense of remorse and regret is 

described as 'a feeling that leaves none of us.' While the second verse mourns the 

loss of morality and compassion for the brutal slayings and other apartheid atrocities 

articulated as 'those sacred things, they got shot down in the street', it is the last verse 

in which a sense of deep-seated guilt is voiced. Here the words ' I lie incapable' 

express a sense of inadequacy and the inability of franchised citizens to censure the 

government and redress the wro 

I lie incapabl 

- · n the streets. 

("Shot Down in the Streets" Shifty Records 1985) 

In an interview Lloyd Ross who produced "Shot Down in the Streets" commented on 

songwriter James Phillip' s choice of subject matter: 

Apparently "Shot Down" was a turning point for him. He came into the studio 

one day and there was this photograph of this policeman and a dead black guy 
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lying in the street - some white cop with his foot on the corpse and smoking a 

cigarette. That's where the chorus of the song comes from. 

(Interview with Lloyd Ross 2000) 

The Genuines' song "We have to do it right" (1986) also addresses the issue of 

confrontation between the military and township youth but does this in a conciliatory 

manner. In this case it is notable that The Genuines as a black band look to 

constructive solutions in the midst of the prevailing state of emergency. Curiously 

this serious lyric is set to a traditi 

associated with carnivals an 

backdrop to the lyrics: 

You've go 

Don't go to Britain, forget tfie--S ates -------
'Cause on your doorstep it's getting late 

It's time for us to reach out and touch 

Show each other we understand 

("We have to do it right" Shifty Records 1987) 

While "National Madness", "Shot Down in the Streets" and "We have to do it right" 

deal with a desperate township experience, other Shifty recordings are a direct verbal 
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attack on a most essential aspect of the protection of the status quo in South African 

society, namely, compulsory conscription. With the Kalahari Surfer's "Don't Dance" 

(1984) and "Prayer for Civilisation" (1984), and Bernoldus Niemand's "Hou My Vas 

Korporaal" ( 1983 ), songwriters Sony and Phillips condemn conscription and SADF 

activities in neighbouring territories. Through these song lyrics, they illustrate the 

ironies and contradictions of army life, and military justifications for cross-border 

raids and other acts of violence. With "Don' t Dance" Sony uses a musical format 

familiar to radio-friendly rap songs of the time, but infuses his lyrics with serious 

concerns not witnessed in pieces 

calls for the reco 

vocals, devoid of all emotion: 

We're black white separated 

Right from birth indoctrinated 

Years and years developed apart 

Brainwashed in the name of god 

Lets de educate ourselves 

Lets re educate ourselves. 
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o the 'sporting affairs' of the SADF, 

("Don' t Dance" Shifty Records 1984) 



While the first two verses of this song are spoken in the highly personal voice of Sony 

which reflect his concern for 'indoctrinated' 'separated' youth of the army, the last 

two verses describe the compliance and obedience of the young soldier to his 

battalion, commander and country. These verses are uttered in the third person and 

Sony warns the young soldier of the gravity of his situation and the implications of the 

military presence to the inhabitants of SW A who 'don't dance' . In the last two lines 

he ridicules the military and parodies the government ' s justification of its presence in 

the townships and neighbouring countries. At the time the government explained this 

presence as an attempt to defend innocent township dwellers from 'troublesome 

elements': 

Obey, obey they know the wa 

They don't dance 

Yes the SAP are there 

("Don't ance" Shifty Records 1984) 

While this song is an anti-war statement, it is not the only Sony composition with this 

theme. From the 'n Naartjie in our Sosatie (1985) album, the track "Prayer for 

Civilization" once again appropriates speeches from a foreign context and transforms 

them into a musical form. The words are those of Chaplain William Downey and 

were originally a part of a prayer for the crew of the Enola Gay, before their bombing 

of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. In this context, however, the lyrics are read against the 
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backdrop of a South African military effort. With the recording of this prayer, Sony 

encourages the association that the priest would pray for the soldiers' victory and the 

enemies' defeat. In this instance, his appropriation of the prayer serves as a stark 

reminder that the military and the state often used religion to justify their questionable 

activities. 

James Phillips as his alter ego 'Bemoldus Niemand, recorded the track ' 'Hou my vas 

Korporaal" ('Hold me tight Corporal')5, as comic relief of the paranoia, and feelings 

of isolation and displacement experienced by a ew recruit in the army. In the 

Afrikaans lyric the young soldier ap 

hifty bands from the 

earlier mainstream South African punkL ew wave ac s-Wild Youth, Leopard and The 

Gents. With songs like "Hou my Vas Korporaal", "Independence Day" and "Don't 

Dance", references to the SADF, SAP, Sun City, Venda and Bophutatswana leave no 

doubt in the listeners mind that the situation being described belongs to South Africa. 

These lyrics root these songs in a specific geographical context and period in history. 

In local recordings of Peach, Leopard and Wild Youth specific references of this sort 

are avoided in favour of themes popularised by European acts. The ' standard themes 

of rock' of rebellious youth demanding their freedom in a unified angry voice seem to 
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be the preference. Unlike the Shifty recordings, such songs can be transposed to 

various geographical locations in any given late twentieth century timeframe. The 

Shifty songs, however, can only be read in the uruque socio-political and geographic 

context of Southern Africa. 

Asked to comment on this flourishing of songwriters favouring themes that reflected 

historical developments in the country, and to provide reasons for the mergence of 

musicians who strove to articulate the crisis confronting South African society in their 

aper The Star, Daryl Accone said: 

I 

ere was a lot of golitical activity in a 

lot of these groupings 

public spokespersons for various kinds._of.-ideas that were oppressed in many 

ways. I think that you can get a lot across in music and cabaret, but the kind 

of thing that Lloyd would have recorded was very difficult and dangerous stuff 

to do. They require enormous perseverance and courage to do. I think given 

the circumstances in the country at the time - and of course the state of 

emergency was I effect throughout - I think that a certain critical moral mass 

of people emerges. And that was the Shifty people. 

(Interview with Daryl Accone 2000) 
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CONCLUSION 

This study has sought to find meaning in the lyrics of South African punk, new wave 

and alternative songs from 1977 to 1989. In the examples cited in chapter five 

meaning was obvious rather than elusive. The methods that are suggested by Dick 

Hebdige to reveal the 'hidden' meanings of British punk, therefore, were inapplicable 

for a reading of South African punk lyrics. The meaning of the South African lyrics is 

easily read from their content and these mes 

however, are unknown to mos~ o 

the radio stations and the establish 

musicians who grappled with sue 

are self-evident. These songs, 

in which bands recorded music with subv:ersive COmJ.o ations but avoided overt 

political references in their lyrics. The songs of Wild Youth, Leopard, Flash Harry, 

and Lancaster Band sought to undermine conservative societal attitudes of the late 

nineteen-seventies but their subversion of the accepted norms reflect parochial 

concerns rather than the crisis facing all South Africans. In these cases the anger and 

resistance reflected in their lyrics were levelled against twentieth century first world 

conventions rather than the problems facing South Africa. The lyrics of these bands 

could easily have been written in a North American or Western European context and 
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considered as appropriate responses to those social circumstances. In South Africa, 

on the other hand, such writing reflects a wilful desire to ignore the social crisis facing 

the South African nation and is an attempt to locate the music and its lyrics in a first 

world reality enjoyed by white South Africans and the middle classes from other race 

groups. 

An attempt to reflect the reality of an apartheid South Africa and its problems can be 

seen in the work of Corporal Punishment, The Safari Suits and National Wake from 

the end of the nineteen-seventies and the beg· ·ng of the nineteen-eighties. The idea 

of the rock song as a political aTT/.lr,~rnrn 

Moni is an important li 

~--~---~--.....:~ ...li-f--...,.F=~7ake and L oyd Ross of 

The Radio Rats then i 

independent company 

wave and alternative music 

articulate oppositional culture in So :h 

ith the formation of their 

urchers. In these cases, punk, new 

e counter-heg monic voice of an 

It is very difficult to tell the artists' political persuasion from the songs of the Shifty 

artists Kalahari Surfers, The Kerels, The Genuines and The Cherry Faced Lurchers. It 

is obvious that they were highly critical of the government and were not duped by 

numerous National Party experiments to parade apartheid as separate yet equal. 

However, it is difficult to glean from their writing whether they supported a violent 

overthrow of the government, the urban terror campaign of the nineteen-eighties, 
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black consciousness or African nationalism. Their support, or lack of it, for the 

banned African Nationalist Congress and Pan- African Congress or the legal liberal 

Progressive Federal Party is also difficult to discern from their lyrics alone. 

The songs themselves are not political anthems and reflect a sense of maturity in that 

the artists are not advocating simple solutions to the complex problems facing South 

African society. Often the writing reflects uneasiness with the ignorance of what the 

future held in store for society. Paranoia and fear are evident in these lyrics and these 

songs serve as a record of the genuine conce 

lyrics therefore are fore-grounded beeause they are &eminal. Furthermore, the work 

was intentionally marginalized at the time because it was politically challenging. The 

radio stations and mainstream record companies were compliant with state policy and 

were knowingly responsible for these artists being ignored. Although this is 

undeniable there is still no need to valorise their characters and situate them as 

glamorous anti-apartheid cultural warriors. Given the circumstance under which they 

lived which included censorship, security police 'dirty tricks' operations, the general 

conservative nature of the South African music industry and the radio stations, and the 
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extremes to which social conditions had gravitated in the mid-nineteen-eighties, their 

challenge to the state is significant. Thus their work constitutes a specific counter

apartheid articulation in a unique social context. The artists concerned are responsible 

for voicing a position that most white South Africans were afraid to identify with. As 

a result one would assume that in a post-apartheid South Africa desperate to recover 

its lost histories, this music would have come to light with the advent of the new 

dispensation. Sadly, however, in present-day South Africa, interest in such activities 

generally confined to academia, and there is no broad mass appeal for music of this 

nature. With popular cultural fo 

consensus among the South 

local material. 

Africa during the ap 

if_esent there is still a general 

roducts from abroad are superior to 

ntries on the eve of the new 

eme situation existing in South Africa 

today. With rock music two c ear indications 0 t e idiosyncr 1c contemporary South 

African market are the bands Ethel My ove--ane--Gromchurn. Groinchurn is a band 

that practises a punk-derived style of music called 'grind-core', and in recent years 

they have secured a contract with a European record company. While the band has 

graced the cover of the international heavy metal magazine Kerrang and tour Europe 

regularly, there is little local interest in their fortunes . 

Similarly Ethel My Love, a young band that plays a brand of punk similar to the 

British band Mansun, Australian band Blink 182 and American band The Offspring, 
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remain largely ignored in South Africa today. While Ethel My Love has produced 

competent recordings with catchy radio-friendly melodies, local stations play the 

music of The Offspring and Blink 182, rather than Ethel My Love. As a result local 

audiences are familiar with the former rather than the latter. Through such practices 

an impression is created that the American and Australian examples are superior to 

the local versions and hence the popularising of these bands. In such a situation it 

comes as no surprise that there is little public interest in contemporary South African 

music, let alone punk, new wave and alternative music from the nineteen-seventies 

and nineteen-eighties. 

the country, the futur 

years. It is these researc 

histories. 

e u a "ties at institutions around 

1 tensive work is ~ncertain. The 

research has suffered in recent 

e these lost 

In a country with a rich heritage and unique history appropriate funds should be 

allocated to the documentation of its culture. Sadly, this is not the case in South 

Africa. Cultures were trivialized and peoples were systematically demonised and 

histories were deliberately suppressed. The future of a new and fragile democracy 

necessitates the establishment of a coherent programme for the recovery of this 

precious hidden heritage. The importance of such programmes as vital features in a 

process of reconciliation and reparation is self-evident. As a possible cornerstone for 
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a society desperate to come to terms with the inequities of its past and forge a new 

identity, such programmes are crucial. However, in South Africa, the importance of 

such work is not realised. Marginalized histories are still ignored and there is little 

attempt to explain their significance. The gaps and the silences in local history seem 

doomed to remain just that. The danger of ignoring the recent past in this delicate 

juncture in South Africa's history is that if it is ignored now, it may never be 

recovered. 

While there might be a desire to recover and 

budget-cuts and retren 

ch research find their efforts stymied at 

e such tasks a e confronted with 

thus limiting its 

, e s unintereste in economic gain. 

Perhaps the work of the researcherSclt the BirmingbamSchool could best serve as 

inspiration for local scholars. The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies survived 

the Thatcher era with three staff members who nonetheless made a significant 

contribution to the field of Cultural Studies. 
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NOTES 

Introduction 

1 Deleted is a music industry term that is equivalent to 'out-of-print' with books. If 
there is minimal demand for an album it is deleted from a record company's 
catalogue. If a foreign album is deleted by South African subsidiaries of international 
companies, they can still be obtained 'on import'. When local albums are deleted this 
option is not available. 

Chapter One 

Chapter Two 

new wave. 

2 In the nineteen-ninetie a softer edg 
referred to as new wave. he p 
Offspring is described as 'un er nd pu 

. d dance music that is immensely 
-. .... ~....,r-actitioners of this genre are Chicco, 

haka. 

Australian band Blink 182, the--British band ansun, and the 
Ethel my Love are practitioners oft · s style of punk mu ic. 

3 The use of the label 'alternative' has presented music writers and researchers with 
problems as it was applied broadly, and was used to describe diverse styles of music 
that resisted commercialisation. In the nineteen-nineties the term included American 
grunge music that was also heavily influenced by punk (Weinstein 1999: 109). In this 
instance the popularity and market success of this style of music placed the alternative 
firmly in the mainstream (Kruse 1999: 92). 

4 Bubblegum is a term commonly used to describe unobtrusive radio friendly music 
favoured by listeners in their early teens. In the nineteen-seventies the label would 
have included the music of Abba and Pussycat and in the nineteen-eighties would 
have been used to describe the music of Bucks Fizz and Bananarama. 

5 In this instance the word 'alternative' appears in the liner notes to describe the 
band's music (Anonymous b 1998) rather than their politics. 
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6 Goth is a fashionable offshoot of punk. Goths wear black clothing, dark make-up 
and have a fondness for body piercing. Silver jewellery is the preference. 

7 Juluka's Universal Men (1979), Jennifer Ferguson's Hand Around the Heart (1987), 
Roger Lucey's The Road is Much Longer (1979) and Edi Nederlander's Hear No Evil 
(1989) are good examples of this genre of music. 

8 There were many correspondences between Dada and Punk with the American band 
The Talking Heads setting Hugo Ball's nonsensical Dada poem "O Gadji Beri 
Bimba" to music (Fear of Music, WEA: 1979). The British punk album covers of 
The Sex Pistol's Never Mind The Bollocks Here 's The Sex Pistols (Virgin, 1979), 
Sham 69's That's Life (Polydor: 1978) and John Cooper Clarke's Post War Glamour 
Girl (Spark Records: 1978), borrowing liberally from the collage experiments of Dada 
artists Kurt Schwitters and Hans Arp. 

9. In South Africa punk survives as a socially and environmentally conscious 
movement. Editor Ernesto Marqu s' messa0 · he nineteen-nineties punk fanzine 
Anarchy Again: The Battle Rages Q unda is a fair indication of this. Marques 
writes: 

Chapter Three 

1 While the image of the British New Romantic bands was significantly different from 
that of the punks, it could be argued that their music grew out of punk. The early 
recordings of Duran Duran and Spandau Ballet are very close to punk music in their 
directness and simplicity. It was only the later recordings of these bands that included 
more sophisticated chord progressions borrowed from jazz music. 

2 E'Void's first hit was a cover version of The Knack's punk/new wave song "My 
Sharona". While their roots were punk, by 1984 their influences were probably more 
New Romantic. Similarly Via Afrika's fashionable clothing and heavy make-up owes 
more to New Romantic than punk. 
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3 Dagga is South African slang for marijuana. While the indigenous plant grows in 
abundance in the country, possession of marijuana is illegal and punishable with a 
fine and imprisonment. Often the special police would harass politicised students and 
arrest them for the possession of cannabis. 

Chapter Four 

1 The British punk practise of adopting bizarre names seems to have been adopted by 
the Durban punks rather than those in Johannesburg. 

2 In this instance the name reflects the British punk fondness for things associated 
with Nazi Germany. Hebdige explains this phenomenon as the punk inheritance of 
David Bowie's romanticised reconstruction of Berlin (Hebdige 1997: 116). 

4 These characteristics, however, are n t all the recordin~s included on Six 
of the Best. While Bill Flynn and og.eF ey ha enjoyed musical careers that 
extended from the nin\teen-seventt s to pre ent, t eir inclusion on the Six of the Best 
sampler is anachronisti as their m is ne he nor new wav1. Bill Flynn's 
track "Inside I'm Cryin' 'is a revi a o · -fifties blues and rockabilly, and is 
similar to the style of must he ~ orms his nineteen-nineti , s nostalgia band 
Vinnie and the Viscounts. R ge ucey wli s song "I don't ant your guillotine" is 
featured on the album, locates hi influences as 'fourteent .,, entury Irish folk music' 
rather than punk, and explains his inclu ion on the compilation as Mudie' s attempt to 
inject the collection with local content (Interview with Roger Lucey, 2000). 

5 Baxtop played a brand of music labelled as 'southern boogie'. While this genre 
emerged from the southern states of the USA, Baxtop were from South Africa. 

6 To a South African record buying public, the cover of the single must have seemed 
quite elaborate as photographs of the group, letters of appreciation and production 
details are printed on the black and white cardboard jacket. At the time most singles 
were enclosed in a flimsy paper jacket with only the name of the record company 
printed on it. The front cover of the "Schoolboy" jacket is a photograph ofleather
jacketed, rebellious schoolboys sitting on a pavement with a guitar, sharing a hand
rolled cigarette. 

7 Mudie worked with WEA and Quin with EMI, and both were instrumental in 
shaping the face of South African popular music in the nineteen-eighties. Quin 
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recorded Peach and Ellamental and Mudie recorded National Wake, The Asylum Kids 
and e' Void. 

8 The author of this study gathered information on this band in 1981, as he was a 
personal friend ofYunus and Iqbal Momoniat, and studied Fine Art at The University 
of the Witwatersrand with guitarist Neil Goedhals. 

9 The British band Blacks Sabbath' s songs "Iron Man" and "War Pigs" from their 
album Paranoid (1970) are good example of this feature of Heavy Metal music. 

10 An EP is an 'extended play' record with more than the customary two tracks on a 
single, but contains fewer songs than an album. 

11 A 'demo' is usually a cheaply produced demonstration tape made by aspiring 
musicians as a means of gaining the attention of record companies. 

12 Even this release was a limited 

Chapter Five 

them. In these 

4 A Caspir is an armoured car that woul ave bee _a,- ommon sight in townships 
during the state of emergency. The Kalahari Surfers Own Affairs (1984) album also 
contains references to military vehicles. In this instance the tracks ''Hippo 1" and 
''Hippo 2" are not references to wildlife. 

5. The End Conscription Campaign (ECC) used "Hou My Vas Korporaal" as their 
campaign song. In his essay "Ivan Toms is a Fairy?: The South African Defense 
Force, the End Conscription Campaign, and Me" Toms writes of the organisation and 
its use of music as a means of 'mobilising' people: 

The ECC was a particulary effective and powerful organisation in the fight 
against apartheid, because every white family was affected by the conscription 
of sons, husbands, lovers or friends. The ECC was a one-issue campaign that 
was able to mobilise large sections of the white community who were against 
conscription no matter what they believed. To this end the ECC used 
innovative and creative ways to draw in ordinary people. Peace festivals, fasts 
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for a just peace, sand-castle building, fairs, ' 'Rock Against the Raatel' 
concerts, all helped build an effective organisation offering a wide range of 
people a space to challenge what they believed was wrong. 

(Toms 1994: 260) 
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APPENDIX 

The lyrics of the important punk, new wave and alternative songs listed below were 
copied from the lyric sheets of deleted albums and transcribed from the original audio 
recordings. 

1. "A South African In Paris" by The Safari Suits - 162 

2. "Bend Me Shape Me" by The Kerels - 163 

3. "Boys and Bitches" by Leopard - 164 

4. "Brain Damage" by Corporal Punishment - 165 

5. "Darky" by Corporal Punishment - 165 

6. ''Detainees" by The Cherry Face 

10. 

11. 

13. "Shot Down" by The Che 

14. "Spies" by Joe Azania and The Ch el ons - 174 

15. ''The Branch" by The Cherry Faced Lurchers - 175 

16. "We have to do it right" by The Genuines - 17 6 

17. 'Wot 'Bout Me" by Wild Youth - 177 
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1. "A South Afiican In Paris" by The Safari Suits 
WEA Records- 1979 

Don't know what happened to you once you angled into the night 
Well you thought you'd lie low for a while out of mind and out of sight 
But the papers just blew you wide open with their stories of guile and intrigue 
And all those things you kept so secret on a paper for the people to read 

Chorus 
A South Afiican dead in Paris and he'll keep on living in Paris 
And you know why it happened it was sixty four million for the colour of your skin 

And now you're hiding on the continent and you don't seem less confident 
While you're making the front-page headlines in the country you used to control 
While you waddle down to the corner cafe think about all your assets that have gone 
astray 
At night you sit by the telephone wajt 

of the colour of 
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2. "Bend Me Shape Me" by The Kerels 
Shifty Records -1988 

I hear now you've got 
Some new devices 
For slicing up men 
And splicing their licence 
You're turning my circles round 
But there is nothing to be found 
You're just making my strength so weak 
It's just to find out what you seek 
What is it you seek? 
What is it you seek? 

You're sticking small shocks 
Into the skin 
You're making quite sure 
Your message gets in 
I've got no information 
I've got nothing to hide 
When you're finished with 
I'll have nothing inside .. .. 

And now you use 
Some drugs you've found 
You can abuse 
Just to tum men around 
You're turning my ups to down 
But there is nothing to be found 
You are making my squares oblique 
It's just to find out what you seek 
What is it that you seek? 
What is it that you seek? 

You're pulling out teeth 
And lifting up nails 
When there's nothing underneath 
Well you just impale 
I've got no information 
I've got nothing inside 
When you're finished with my deformation 
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I'll have nothing inside .... 

So now you've tried my angle (triangle) 
(Nothing to say, nothing to hide) 
I've got nothing to say 
I've got nothing to hide 
So take out your jack and hammer inside .. .. 

3 . "Boys and Bitches" by Leopard 
WEA Records -1979 

He was a beaut but he got on my nerves 
He took me to his bedroom he said he liked my curves 
He boosts my ego he had that charm 
But what he tried next could do me some harm 

Chorus 
He was a lover boy he was a 1 

Chorus 

They think they're smart they're con 
They won't face the facts they're the 
He boosts my ego he had at cha 
But what he tried next could 

Chorus 
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4. ''Brain Damage" by Corporal Punishment 
Shifty Records- 1980 

He's got a Cortina and a Granada 
He built them himself with the help of his father 
Company house company wine 
He's so secure he thinks he's divine 

He's a supervisor it takes a lot of skill 
To be in charge 40 "kaffirs" thats responsible 
He does'nt mind that he gets all the pay 
Mr. Arrie Paulus says " they're just baboons anyway" 

He loves to prick and poke them 
His fun is to push and provoke them 
He's always such a thrill and delight 
When they're too shit scared to st 

Darky is gonna get you i , his sights 
Darky is gonna get you any night 

Do you think that we will tak ·t 
When you tell us not to take it so 
When you're standing on the box andio king cheesy 
We all know the end is on the cards 

Darky is gonna get you with a right and a left 
Darky is gonna get you with a knife 

As your blue-eyed boy I really am a failure 
And the truth is I'm a tie-dyed blond 
And I don't want to die or go to jail here 
'Cause darky he wont care about this song 

Darky is gonna get us 
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6. "Detainees" by The Cherrv Faced Lurchers 
Shifty Records - 1986. 

Shackled freedom to the wall 
No one to befriend him 
No one to talk to about anything at all 
'Cept the mad 

And as the chill gnaws him through the night 
His only thoughts to warm 
Cast into the dark 
'Cause he loves the light 

He's not a happy man 
He's not a happy man 

Too many souls in the cells 
Too many hearts away 
People cry in the night 
And it like they just seem to j st drift 
drift, drift away 
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7. ''Don't Dance" by Kalahari Swfers 
Shifty Records - 1984 

Ok people get up off your feet 
Its time to move to a different beat 
We don't like the way they're running our days and nights 
Our lives are out of phase 
We're Black White separated 
Right from birth indoctrinated 
Years and years developed apart 
Brainwashed in the name of god 
Lets de-educate ourselves 
Lets re-educate ourselves 
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8. "Fight it with Your Mind" by The Asylum Kids 
WEA Records - 1981 

Fight it with your mind 
I know its coming back again 
Fight it with your mind 
Bet its bound to come again 

Seize it in the darkness to mistake 
You don't really which is fake 
Formlessness is part of what you see 
The other is irrationality see 

Chorus 
Fight it with your mind 
Fight it with your mind 

The lights upon the stone that cast a a ow 
Some see them come some see th m go 
Formlessness is part of what y ,~ see 
The other is irrationality see 

Chorus 

gotta fight them, gotta 
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9. "Independence Day'' by Kalahari Surfers 
Shifty Records - 1984 

"I'm proud to announce this afternoon that you have again put the government into 
power through your effort and support." 

It's independence day the South African way 
you get a casino with armed bandits, a national force 
coca cola for the masses and dirty movies for the business men 
who've come to help you build tour nation 
they've come to help you build your nation 

Government view: 

d work in Germany, as people 

[Government mouthpiece: .... "We're all m the basic sense, we are all South 
Africans .. ... ... ... ... .. .. . "] 

"Lets be proud of our country and loyal to our government and then we shall be able to 
go ahead with our work. I'm proud to see all these multitudes that have gathered here at 
the stadium. Lets celebrate happily all these five years of our independence. When I see 
the "London Band" and the Tchikombera Dancers I feel emotional. I feel like a river 
flowing. We have great visitors here from different countries who have come here to 
celebrate our independence with us. I have also gone to their countries and have learned 
much. The President of the Transkei and the President of the Ciskei are my great friends 
from long, even before the establishment of this government. THESE ARE l\1EN OF 
l\1EN where others who were invited and said they would not come -they boycotted our 
invitation - but the two presidents who I mentioned said rightly that we are going to 
Venda, we are going to celebrate with them. I'm proud to announce this afternoon that 
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you have again put the government into power through your effort and support. This an 
indication that you have accepted all the good work that my government has done and all 
the good work that my government is planning." (12 September 1984 Republic of 
Venda independence festival) 

10. "International News"byNational Wake 
WEA Records - 1980 

Post Post City Late Post 
They pull a blanket over Soweto 
They pull a blanket nowhere to go 
They pull a blanket over the news 
They pull a blanket nowhere to choose 

I feel the bomb here grows up inside ofme 
I feel the bomb here blows up inside f. 
I feel the bomb here something is wr . · 
I feel the bomb is something wro g 

Going to the movies what do I see? 
Going to the movies what are they t 
International news, international ne s 
International news ins~ 

They send the troops int@ Angola 
They send the choppers ver the bor 
They pull a blanket over the border 
They pull a blanket over ~gola 

International yachting in the a ep bl 
International jump in society 

They pull a blanket over the blanket 
And then pull a blanket over that blanket 
They pull a blanket to suffocate it 
They pull a blanket to suffocate international news 
International news 
International news 
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11. "Law and Order" by The Radio Rats 
Jo'burg Records - 1978 

Last year I was introduced to you-
I mumbled something like 'How do you do', 
Dressed up in robot-red and rubber-black. .. 
Your shape gave me my first heart attack. 

You took me under your rubber wing, 
You took me in your submarine; 
You took me to your breast, and I fell asleep
You exposed to the creatures of your deep. 

Chorus 
I want out, I want out, 
I want another start-
I want law and order 
Inside my heart 

Last year I was introduced to ou
I mumbled something like 'How o 
Dressed up in robot-red and rubbe 
Your shape gave me my first heart attack. 

You took me under your rubber wing, 
You took me in your submarine; 
You took me to your breast, and I fell asleep
you exposed to the creatures of your deep. 

Chorus 
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12. "National Madness" by The Aeroplanes 
Shifty Records - 1985 

National Madness bring out your dead 
Babylon crumbles as it was said 
National Madness national suicide 
Killing the brothers things left unsaid 

National madness a curse on the land 
Jesus is murdered by his own hand 
National madness National genocide 
They that have not the mark of the lamb 

Angel of mercy shine down on me 
National madness is swallowing me 

National Madness- a beast stalks the 
All our defences they crumble to san , 
National madness- national suicide 
The old king is dying 
No son is at hand 

Angel of mercy shine do on me 
National madness is callowing me 

+-+----1----1---.~~ .... -~3> 
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13. "Shot Down" by The Cheny Faced Lurchers 
Shifty Records - 1985 

Long have we waited 
Many times we have seen 
In the eyes of the labourers 
In the eyes of the neighbours 
A feeling that leaves none 
to guess who's been doing what 
for who and when for less and who's 
Been left out there with 
dust on his dead feet, 
Shot down in the streets 

Look right, at the sunset 
Look left pour the tea 
Look on in amazement 
Milk first, and mass crazy here 
nowhere else in the world can you 
see so many monsters and mu ;,a.tions 
that creep so efficiently and leave 
You wondering what happ ned to a 
those sacred things, they got 
Shot down in the str 

New morning, new mo 
Old ways get away 
but here in my cradle 
I lie incapable 
I'm a white boy who looked at his life 
Gathered in his hands and sa it was 
all due to the sweat of some ot r 
Man 
That one who got 
Shot down in the streets 
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14. "Spies" by Joe Azania and The Chameleons 
Shifty Records - 1983 

From the branch of my tree 
I can see and not be seen 
Suspicion, suspicion 
The spies on a mission 

It was a very special branch (tak!tak!) 
Spies have eyes (they see) 
Spies have ears (they hear) 
Spies always nose ( they compute) 

Spies have eyes 
Spies tell lies 
Spies report to someone, somewhere, someday, something 

From the branch of my tree 
I can see and not be seen 
Someone's on the make 
State security is at stake 
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15. "The Branch" by The Cherry Faced Lurchers 
Shifty Records - 1986 

What a reason to be here 
What a heaven to hold 
No babe I'm not lost without you 
I really hope you don't mind 

I caught you shocking so many boys 
All over the papers 
And I read about you every, every single day 
With your briefcase, suit, moustache and sunglasses 
And the latest equipment from the CIA 

Are you black in the shadows 
And listen to other peoples' conversations all day 
And you take their photos and put men in the gallows 
You took so many of mine 
You took so many of mine 

Who are you calling 
at four in the morning? 
I know Big Brother don't mind 
I know the devil don't min 1 

Walk softly, walk light 
And the walls are listenin 
to the mothers' praying 
And those cold blue eyes 
they don't mind the all time 
They took so many of mine 

I heard somebody jumped out o th 
And somebody else is found han · 
And others lie in psychiatric wards 
waiting for treatment 
How can you think this is a better way 

You want the truth but 
you hide in your stories 
Harass the school kids 
who sing while you slave 
No one, I never will doubt you 
You took so many of mine 
You took so many of mine 

No wonder this country's so crazy 
They take all you're worth 
and bend it anyway 
And Johnny Mashyane's all alone in his nightmare 
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What did you do to his mind? 
What did you do it to his mind? 

16. "We have to do it right" by The Genuines 
Shifty Records - 1987 

Chorus 
We gotta do it right 
we have to do it right 
have to do it right this time 

We gotta do it right 
we have to do it right 
have to do it right this time 

You got a caspir, I got a stone 
pain and hatred won't leave us alone 
I want my share, I want my sway 
I want my say, I want it today 

Chorus 

Chorus 

Understand it's the same for me 
a human being has the same basic needs 
It's time for us to reach out and touch 
show each we understand 
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17. 'Wot 'Bout Me" by Wild Youth -1979 

I don't want to talk about Johnny Rotten 
I don't want to talk about Sid Vicious 
I don't want to talk about Joe Strummer 
I just want to talk about me 

Chorus 
'Wot 'bout me 
'Wot 'bout me 
'Wot 'bout me 

I don't want to talk about Elvis the Pelvis 
I don't want to talk about Buddy Cochran 
I don't want to talk about David Bowie 
I just want to talk about me 

Chorus 

I don't want to talk about Jirni 
I don't want to talk about Enc Clapto 
I don't want to talk about funmy Page 
I just want to talk about e 

Chorus 

Me and you 
Me and sex 
and you and death 
me and you and everything 
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